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The research forming the basis for this report was conducted by the Division of Policy Studies in the Office of Policy Development and Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Soon after becoming Secretary of HUD, I directed Steve Savas, my Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research, to conduct a major evaluation of the Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) program. A study was necessary because there was no systematic information on how well this program was doing its job, which would enable me to reach an informed decision whether the program was worth keeping.

The UDAG program is designed to stimulate the economies of distressed or declining cities. It does this by providing limited subsidies for a wide variety of economic development projects which otherwise would not be undertaken in these areas. To discover what the program is really achieving in terms of jobs, private investment, and local revenues, the HUD team conducting this study examined intensively a representative sample of 80 industrial, commercial, and neighborhood projects in 70 cities across the country. They inspected sites and held detailed personal interviews with key people involved in the proposal and review of the projects. They also consulted with a blue ribbon panel of real estate, financial and development experts on key elements of the program and its process.

The results of the study establish that the program is worthwhile, that it is an effective and proven asset in our efforts to help America's cities. There are some deficiencies in the program but the study gives specific recommendations for correcting them. I have already instructed the Office of Community Planning and Development to implement these recommendations so that the program will be even more successful in the future.

I commend Dr. Savas for completing this high quality evaluation. It has provided me with solidly-based answers to important questions.

Samuel R. Pierce, Jr.
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
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The first UDAG award was made just over three years ago and, although the program is relatively young, a sufficient number of projects has reached the three-year completion mark to permit preliminary judgments regarding the program's value. To reach such judgments, an in-house study team intensively examined a representative sample of 80 industrial, commercial, and neighborhood UDAG projects in 70 cities (representing proportionately more of those completed or nearing completion). The study team obtained detailed information from the major public and private actors involved in the proposal and review of the 80 projects, carefully examined HUD's project files, and inspected the project sites. Members of the team also observed HUD's process for reviewing project applications and analyzed HUD's computer files having information on all UDAG awards. Finally, the study team consulted with an expert panel of real estate finance and development experts regarding the issues of substitution and the project review and selection process.

The Need for UDAG

Prior to assessing program impacts, it is essential to know the extent to which private investment in UDAG-supported projects really depends on the Federal subsidy. If it does not, then the grant is merely substituting for private or non-Federal public investment.

A detailed review of UDAG project documents by a panel of real estate finance and development experts, combined with information obtained first-hand at project sites by the study team, leads to the conclusion that the majority of UDAG projects clearly required the Federal grant in order to proceed. In 64 percent of the cases, the private investment, jobs, taxes, and other benefits associated with these projects would not have appeared without UDAG support. This is true for a variety of reasons, including extraordinary site development costs and the need for improvements in public infrastructure to facilitate private investment.

Some projects, however, would have gone ahead either in part or in their entirety without the UDAG subsidy. In 13 percent of the projects, part of the project did not depend on the UDAG subsidy; therefore, partial substitution occurred. Full substitution of UDAG funds for private or non-Federal public funds occurred in another eight percent of the projects. In these cases, there is conclusive evidence that the same projects would have been undertaken without an Urban Development Action Grant. For 15 percent of the projects, the evidence on substitution is inconclusive.

UDAG funds awarded to projects with conclusive evidence of either partial or full substitution represent one of every six dollars expended. To assess the program's impacts, therefore, the benefits associated with these unnecessary dollars are subtracted ("discounted") from the aggregated benefits of the program as a whole.

The Benefits of UDAG

Most of the program impacts that were anticipated at the time...
Summary and Recommendations

The Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) program is assisting distressed cities and urban counties in promoting economic development. UDAG subsidies have stimulated additional private investment, jobs, and taxes that would not have occurred in these places in the absence of the program and, generally, this has been done effectively. However, the UDAG program has certain deficiencies that have prevented it from being even more successful. In some instances, for example, Federal funds have been awarded for projects that would have been completed without the UDAG subsidy. In other cases, original estimates of anticipated benefits were overstated. Given the program's underlying strengths, these deficiencies can be reduced or eliminated, and the program made more successful, through various administrative changes suggested in this report.

***

This evaluation of the Urban Development Action Grant program addresses four important issues:

Need for UDAG. Are UDAG funds used only where needed to stimulate economic development?

Benefits of UDAG. Are the benefits that are intended for economically distressed cities -- of new private investment, jobs, tax revenues, and housing -- being realized or likely to be realized?

Distribution of Funds. Are UDAG funds going to the cities with the greatest need for economic development?

Local Economic Development Capacity. What role does UDAG play in building cities' capacity to undertake economic development? How many cities have the capacity to put together UDAG-type development projects without UDAG staff assistance?
difficulty.

On a second employment dimension, the number of construction jobs associated with UDAG projects is very close to that originally predicted.

Housing. The amount of housing being delivered through the UDAG program is basically the same as that anticipated, with three-fourths of the units directly attributable to or dependent on the UDAG subsidy. UDAG costs per unit are projected to be one-third higher than expected; and fewer units than expected are likely to be priced within the reach of low- and moderate-income households.

Taxes. Total tax revenues that result from UDAG projects are projected to fall short of original estimates by as much as 40 percent or, after accounting for the effects of substitution, by about 50 percent. Unfortunately, exact estimation of the shortfall is precluded by the incomplete or poorly calculated original estimates of new revenues and by the inherent difficulty of projecting the net fiscal impacts of planned real estate and industrial developments.

Spin-offs. In nearly one-half of all projects, UDAG has been the catalyst for spin-off private investments such as other construction that is not part of the UDAG project.

Off-site impacts. About 45 percent of all UDAG projects have had off-site effects on existing businesses. Most of these are positive -- for instance, increases in sales volume in stores adjacent to UDAG-supported projects. In only a few cases is there evidence of adverse impacts.

Relocation. Compared to HUD's earlier Urban Renewal program, UDAG has produced relatively little dislocation of households or businesses; and, all of the dislocation that has taken place was anticipated when grants were awarded. Displacement of households has occurred or will occur in 19 percent of the 80 projects examined for this study, resulting in the relocation of just over 400 households. Most of those relocated have low- or moderate-incomes and pay, on average, about one-third more for housing after relocation than before. Most remain in the same city and receive substantial financial and other relocation assistance.

Some displacement of existing businesses has also taken place in one out of every four projects. All of the relocated businesses received or will receive financial compensation from the cities, and the majority have not been adversely affected by their displacement.

Differences Among Types of Projects

The UDAG program has funded three distinct types of projects: industrial, commercial, and housing developments. Industrial projects require smaller subsidies than the other types in order to stimulate private investment but, in the short run, they are not as likely to stimulate as many positive, secondary effects on other businesses within the community...
Urban Development Action Grants were awarded are being achieved and, in addition, certain secondary off-site and spin-off benefits are being generated in a large number of cases. Private investment and housing impacts are closest to being on target; employment impacts are less so; and tax revenue impacts are farther from target. Except for tax revenues, the majority of positive benefits being achieved can be attributed directly to the award of an Action Grant.

Private Investment. Private investment benefits are being substantially realized. UDAG projects are, in fact, generating more private dollars than had been anticipated when grant awards were made, although a large amount of this is due to project costs being higher than expected. After discounting for UDAG dollars that were not needed, the amount of private investment falls a little short of the original level. It was anticipated that for each dollar of UDAG given to a project, 6.3 private dollars would be invested; actually, the number of discounted private dollars per UDAG dollar is 5.5.

One half of the projects examined for this study involve additional public funds besides UDAG; thus, the private investment is being stimulated by both UDAG and other public monies. In the program as a whole, for every public dollar (UDAG plus public grants) spent, there are 4.4 dollars of private investment.

Finally, the study team has concluded that certain program modifications can substantially reduce the number of awards to projects that do not need UDAG funds as an investment stimulus. If these changes are made, it is projected that 6.2 private dollars would be invested for each UDAG dollar spent -- an amount that is almost identical to the originally anticipated amount.

Jobs. The UDAG program is producing the majority of the new jobs that were promised when projects were initiated. Before discounting for dollars that were not needed, 77 percent of the anticipated employment is, in fact, generated. After discounting, this figure decreases to 62 percent of the original employment goal, at an average cost of $11,570 UDAG dollars per job. This cost is 62 percent higher than originally expected. Even so, although inter-program comparisons are difficult to make, the costs of each job created under UDAG roughly compare with the costs of jobs created by other Federal programs such as EDA’s Business Development Loan program, and are considerably less than the costs of creating public jobs through the Local Public Works programs. Furthermore, if program modifications were to eliminate instances in which UDAG funds are spent when not needed, the number of jobs attributable to the UDAG program would be 14 percent higher and the cost per job would be eight percent less than is currently the case.

Apart from those cases where funds were not needed, job shortfalls are most often due to poor calculations made at the time grants were awarded. In about nine percent of the projects, however, job creation has been reduced by 20 percent or more because the project is in economic
providing both funds and economic development expertise. As such, it is important to know the extent of city governments' capacity to promote local economic development both with and without the technical resources of the Federal government.

**UDAG and Local Development Strategies.** The large majority of UDAG projects appear to fit into cities' economic development plans, largely because of the wide latitude for local discretion that is built into the program. No instances were identified of direct conflict between a UDAG project and a city's economic development priorities. However, a minority of UDAG projects (perhaps one in four) are essentially ad hoc responses to opportunities that are not central to any plan.

**Initiation of Proposed New Projects.** More than half of the development ideas that eventually receive UDAG support are first conceived in the private sector, and a larger percentage are conceived prior to any thought of UDAG. Most successful project applications require changes after submission to make them more acceptable for funding. In this regard, the UDAG staff in Washington provides advice and guidance, and often takes a direct role in bargaining with private developers in order to increase a project's benefits to the city. Of the local officials who deal with UDAG, two-thirds of those in the 24 small cities included in this study, but only one-third of those in the 46 metropolitan cities, see this input as beneficial from their perspective.

**Reuses of UDAG Funds by Local Governments.** Three-fourths of the studied cities have received at least one UDAG award with a recapture provision which allows them to reuse some of the funds for future community and economic development activities. Four-fifths of these places have a mechanism, either planned or in place, to use this money, with most planning to capitalize city-controlled, revolving loan funds for commercial, industrial, or (in a few cases) housing and neighborhood developments. Thus, where the amount of money that can be recaptured is of sufficient magnitude, it has the potential to increase cities' future capacity to undertake additional development projects and to reduce their Federal dependence. Very few UDAG projects, however, have yet recaptured funds; therefore, the extent to which this potential will be realized is not presently known.

**Local Government's Capacity to Stimulate Economic Development.** A majority of cities included in this study currently possess at least a moderate amount of economic development capacity. About one in four of the metropolitan cities, and one in six of the small cities, have a strong capacity to put together UDAG-type projects without staff support from the UDAG office in Washington. These judgments assume that Federal funds are available. They consider the city's current administrative capacity, the trend in that capacity since 1977, the extent to which the city presently relies on UDAG staff for assistance in shaping projects, the number of UDAG awards received, and the opinions of local development officials on this subject.

In about 40 percent of the cities, the UDAG program has altered their long-run capacity to stimulate new economic development. UDAG has helped
as are commercial projects. The cost, in terms of UDAG funds, of creating new permanent jobs is somewhat similar for industrial and commercial projects. In contrast, housing developments do not appear to have many short-run economic development benefits, yet they may have secondary impacts that provide long-term benefits to distressed cities.

Projects with Problems

When projects do not achieve all of their anticipated impacts, this is most often due to over-estimations of benefits made at the time awards are given. In addition, the UDAG program cannot take credit for benefits that are associated with projects not needing UDAG support; this is another reason for some of the differences between anticipated and attained impacts.

A final reason for not achieving all of the original goals is that some projects, once initiated, experience unforeseen financial difficulties that reduce the level of program benefits. As of June 1981, about one in ten projects faced a serious financial or other problem that has or could seriously jeopardize the project's benefits. The sources of problems include: changes in national economic conditions; the risk inherent in some types of development; and, in one case, a violation of HUD's grant agreement. Neither the number of projects with serious problems nor the actual or potential loss of benefits stemming from these problems appears large in relation to the overall magnitude of the UDAG program.

A separate analysis of construction delays shows that 15 percent of the sampled projects will finish construction at least a year behind the original schedule; reasons for construction delays vary, including administrative problems and changes in financing or project scope.

Distribution of Funds

While the UDAG program bases a city's eligibility to participate on whether it meets the program's criteria of economic distress, the program relies on the capacity and initiative of cities to submit applications for awards. The resulting distribution of funds tends to favor the more economically distressed of eligible places, although this is less so for small as opposed to large cities. Among the large cities, over 60 percent of all UDAG awards and dollars go to the most distressed communities; this targeting, however, is due primarily to the larger number of UDAG applications submitted by the most distressed group of cities rather than from any competitive advantage in the application process. The less distressed large cities, in effect, select themselves out of the UDAG competition to a certain extent by applying less often. The distribution of UDAG awards and funds across states and regions closely corresponds to the distribution of the population eligible for the program.

Local Economic Development Capacity

UDAG projects are cooperative ventures between the private sector, local government and the Federal government, with the Federal government
award decisions are made; and early monitoring should be strengthened to detect emerging problems.

c. To improve the accuracy of the impact estimates used to rank projects for selection, steps should be taken to avoid the more common errors. Jobs should be estimated as full-time equivalents and be consistent with national or regional benchmarks for particular industries. Jobs merely transferred from existing facilities should not be counted. Cities should receive more guidance on how to estimate revenue impacts. And, alternative methods of estimating the leveraged private investment should be developed.
to enhance local capacity in the following ways: by stimulating the first use of some development tool; by creating new offices or staff positions; or by providing an initial opportunity to engage in UDAG-type negotiations. In the other 60 percent of the cases, UDAG appears to have had little or no impact on the city's capacity to stimulate economic development.

Recommendations

Based on these findings, it can be concluded that the Urban Development Action Grant program is substantially fulfilling its mandate. Although the results of UDAG projects do not quite meet the original expectations for those projects, the program as a whole is generally very successful and compares favorably with other programs. As a development tool, UDAG is providing primary and secondary benefits to distressed localities that constitute a net addition to their economies. This is being accomplished with few adverse side effects.

The program can be improved, however. Certain policy and program changes are in order to strengthen UDAG. In general, these can be accomplished through regulatory modifications under the existing statute.

The following recommendations are made:

1. The UDAG program should be continued.

2. To be true to its mandate, the program should sharpen its focus on economic development. This means placing primary emphasis on industrial and commercial projects or on mixed-use projects which include housing only as an integral part of a local economic-development strategy.

3. Program changes should be made to improve its performance.

   a. To insure that Federal money does not substitute for private investment or non-Federal public funds, project selection procedures should be improved. Where feasible, expert opinion should be sought about local real estate and market conditions; applicants should be required to further document their claims that sufficient private funds are unavailable and that other public sources have been exhausted; and the process by which HUD Area Office personnel participate in project review should be strengthened.

   b. To assure that project benefits are fully realized, greater attention should be paid to financial feasibility when projects are selected. Discrepancies between Headquarters and Area Office evaluations should be reconciled before project
1. Introduction
more jobs and a larger local tax base. A city's eligibility is based upon the age of its housing stock, its per capita income, poverty and unemployment rates, and population and job lags/losses.

Under the UDAG program, grants made to local governments are used as incentives to stimulate private sector economic activity. Each one-time grant, in an amount mutually satisfactory to HUD and the local parties, is tied to a specific private investment. Several possible uses can be made of an Urban Development Action Grant. It can be used for:

(a) below market rate loans to a developer; (b) land write-downs, demolition, relocation costs, on-site improvements, and similar subsidies to
reduce a developer's costs; (c) public infrastructure or other public improvements adjacent to a project site; or (d) a combination of these incentives.

An application for an Action Grant is generally prepared jointly by city officials and the developer(s), and is submitted to HUD by the city. All applications are reviewed by the UDAG staff in the Washington headquarters of HUD (utilizing comments and recommendations from the appropriate HUD Area Office). There are four metropolitan city funding rounds and four small city rounds each year during which new applications and those "held over" from previous rounds are reviewed. Because funds are limited, only some of the applications are approved and grants provided.

In an attempt to assure that only acceptable and viable projects are funded, the UDAG program places a heavy emphasis on the application review process. To further assure viability, no funds are transferred from HUD to the local government until a set of legally binding commitments is signed by the city, the developer(s), and the lenders(s), assuring that the private investment in the project will be made.

In its first three years of operation (i.e., through June 1981), the
UDAG program received 2,188 applications. A total of 1,201 awards have been made, which includes 1,099 projects at various stages of completion (this includes some projects which are already fully constructed) and 102 projects terminated after award. The remaining 987 unfunded applications were either withdrawn by the city or rejected by the UDAG reviewers.

To date, slightly over $2 billion has been awarded. The average award has been $1.86 million. Projects are classified as industrial, commercial, and neighborhood. 1/ The number of projects funded to date has

---

1/ These are UDAG designations that have been used for administrative purposes in order to meet the statutory requirements of balance among the three types. This requirement was rescinded in the 1981 amendments to the program. Although many projects are multi-component, and thus are difficult to classify as, say, simply "commercial," these UDAG designations usually provide an accurate (though sometimes oversimplified) portrayal. The "industrial" and "commercial" categories are self-explanatory. The "neighborhood" category includes residential projects, but also includes some projects which are primarily or entirely industrial or commercial.
been split fairly evenly among these three types; however, commercial projects have received 50 percent of all UDAG funds. The average award for commercial projects has been about twice the value of industrial and neighborhood awards.

**Why this Study?**

Since the Urban Development Action Grant program is relatively new, information on real program impacts has tended to be anecdotal and inconclusive. Consequently, in March 1981, HUD Secretary Pierce requested a systematic evaluation. Although several studies of UDAG had been carried out previously, each had been handicapped by the lack of an in-depth data base for examining program impacts. This study fills that gap by looking thoroughly and objectively at a representative group of projects from which valid inferences can be drawn about the program and its effects.

**Issues Addressed**

This study examines the following important and controversial program issues:

- **The Substitution Issue.** In how many local economic development projects receiving subsidies under the UDAG program would the private investment have occurred in whole or in part without the UDAG-funded activities? And, in how many instances, and to what extent, do Federal funds merely substitute for private or other public investment?

- **The Impacts Issue.** Are the benefits intended for economically distressed cities -- of new private investment, jobs, revenues, and housing -- being realized or likely to be realized?

- **The Distribution of Funds Issue.** Are funds going to cities with the greatest need for economic development?
UDAG PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Population Coverage

- Thirty-five percent of the U.S. population lives in UDAG-eligible communities; of this group, 70 percent live in metropolitan cities, and 30 percent live in small cities.

Review and Awards

- There are four metropolitan city funding rounds and four small city funding rounds each year.
- The annual number of awards has increased from 236 in FY 1978 to 285 in FY 1979 and 416 in FY 1980.
- In a given funding round, one-half of the applications considered have been new and one-half have been "held over" from previous rounds.
- Fifty-five percent of all applications eventually have resulted in an award.

Projects

- 2,188 project applications were received through June, 1981.

- 1,099 projects received awards and were not terminated:
  - 364 were commercial projects; total award: $1,013 million
  - 354 were industrial projects; total award: $513 million
  - 381 were neighborhood projects; total award: $512 million

- 102 projects were terminated after award.
- 987 projects were withdrawn or rejected.

Funds Awarded

- Total funds awarded through June 1981: $2.04 billion
- Average project award: $1.86 million
- Average commercial project award: $2.78 million
  Average industrial project award: $1.45 million
  Average neighborhood project award: $1.34 million
- Average metropolitan city award: $2.44 million
  Average small city award: $0.99 million
- Largest single award (to Hamtramck, Mich.): $30 million
  Smallest single award (to Dowagiac, Mich.): $35 thousand
The Local Economic Development Capacity Issue. What role does UDAG play in local economic development efforts and in building cities' capacity to undertake such activities? How many cities have the capacity to put together UDAG-type development projects without UDAG staff assistance?

KEY UDAG DATES

October 1977 UDAG program established; annual authorization set at $400 million.

June 1978 First UDAG projects received preliminary awards.

December 1979 Legislation amended; annual authorization increased to $675 million.

July 1981 Legislation amended; annual authorization decreased to $500 million.

Components of the Study

This study has five major components.

Issue Identification. To initiate the evaluation, a comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify the most important UDAG program issues. The issue list was modified and supplemented through extensive discussions with key policy makers in HUD and OMB.

Primary Data Collection and Analysis. A major component of the study was the on-site collection of a wide variety of information for a sample of 80 UDAG projects. These projects are intended to be representative of the program as a whole; to achieve this representation, a stratified random sample was chosen. Stratification occurs along three dimensions. First, metropolitan projects and small city projects are represented in...
SOME PREVIOUS RELEVANT STUDIES OF UDAG


NOTE: These documents and others are described more fully in an annotated bibliography which appears as an Appendix to this report.

the sample in roughly the same proportion that UDAG funds -- not projects -- are split between the two categories.\footnote{Through June 1981, 22 percent of UDAG funds have been awarded to small cities. Thirty percent of the sampled projects are in small cities.} Second, since the program has evolved considerably since its first year of operation, especially in terms
of review of applications, projects funded in 1978 are intentionally underrepresented. Third, since the study emphasizes determining actual program impacts, projects at or near construction completion are intentionally over-represented in the sample.

**MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE STUDY**

- Issue identification.
  - Literature review.
  - Discussions with principal staff of HUD and OMB.
- Primary data collection.
  - Discussion guides designed and pre-tested.
  - Sample of 80 projects selected.
  - Examination of UDAG project files.
  - In-depth collection of data on-site.
- Primary data analysis.
  - Analysis of data collected.
  - Analysis of the necessity of UDAG funds by an independent panel of nine nationally recognized real estate development and finance experts.
- Participant observation of UDAG application review process.
- Secondary data collection and analysis.
  - Use of UDAG computerized data base.
  - Analysis of the universe of UDAG applications.
  - Analysis of the universe of funded projects.

The intentional overrepresentation of metropolitan projects and more recently funded projects assures that the sample represents the program as

1/ Review of UDAG applications has evolved into a much tighter and stricter process since the program began. As a result, projects funded in 1978 are less representative (than later projects) of the current UDAG program.
it has evolved to date. The oversampling of projects at or near comple-
tion provides a large percentage of sampled projects where actual impact
information -- rather than projected impact information -- could be ob-
tained; also, more accurate projections can be made for nearly completed
projects than for projects far from completion.\(^1\)

The 80 projects are located in 70 cities in 29 states. As shown on
the accompanying map, the vast majority of the projects in the sample are
located in the 16 states with the largest amount of UDAG funds received
during the three-year period between June 1978 and June 1981; cities loc­
ated in these states received 77 percent of the total funds awarded during
that period.

A wide variety of activities was undertaken in the sampled projects.
As indicated in the accompanying table, the 80 projects will result in a
total of 292 components.

Study team members spent an average of two days at each project site.
Prior to these visits, the UDAG files for each project were thoroughly
reviewed. The file review enabled the team to identify major project
actors, to determine cases of missing key information, to identify any
apparent inconsistencies in the descriptions of various aspects of the
project, and to obtain baseline data for the impact analyses.

While on site, the study team directly observed the project and its
surrounding neighborhood. In addition, in-depth discussions were held with

\(^1\) The intentional overrepresentation of projects which are further along
in construction does not result in a bias towards small projects. In
fact, the median total investment in the 80 projects is slightly larger
than the median investment in all UDAG projects funded through September
30, 1980.
## COMPONENTS OF THE '80 UDAG PROJECTS EXAMINED FOR THIS STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Component</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street construction, paving, curbing, gutters</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial buildings (new and rehabilitated)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water, sewer and utilities</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail buildings (new and rehabilitated)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking (including lots, ramps and garages)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site preparation by public agency</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment (industrial)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office buildings (new and rehabilitated)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land acquisition by public agency</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation (business)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautification (including landscaping, parks, streetscaping, pedestrian malls and plazas)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation (residential)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping malls</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels and convention centers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment (commercial)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing homes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Number of Components</strong></td>
<td><strong>315</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Total Number of Projects)</strong></td>
<td><strong>(80)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
city development officials, developers, lenders, permanent employers, and other key participants. 1/ These were structured by discussion guides, which had been pretested at three non-sample sites. Discussions with a wide range of project actors -- each with different roles, perspectives and interests -- were aimed at eliciting a complete and objective picture of each project. In many cases, consistent information was obtained from different persons but, in others, apparently contradictory facts were provided. In

![Location of the 80 Sample Projects](image)

Locations represent sampled projects. Shaded states are those which have received the largest amounts of UDAG funds.

1/ Across the 80 sites, discussions were held with a total of 600 individuals other than HUD Central Office and Area Office staff.
the latter, team members judiciously probed for further information and explanations in order to arrive at a reasonable conclusion. Following the site visits, this information was systematically analyzed to address each of the basic issues of concern.

Expert Panel Analysis. In determining whether the UDAG was needed to stimulate private investment, considerable assistance was provided by an independent panel of nine nationally recognized real estate finance and development experts. These experts brought to bear a set of experience in, and knowledge of, urban real estate development that added significantly to the study team's capacity to address this issue. The panel utilized information available from the UDAG project files, as well as the information collected on site by the HUD staff; panel members worked independently, and also met in groups to discuss individual projects.

Participant Observation. To learn about the UDAG application review process, members of the study team observed two complete funding rounds— one small city and one metropolitan city selection process. From this, the team gained an understanding of how UDAG reviewers analyze and approve (or reject) projects.

Secondary Data Collection and Analysis. Data for the entire universe of UDAG applications and awards are maintained in computerized form by HUD; secondary analyses of these data were conducted on (a) the universe of all UDAG applications received through June 1981, and (b) the universe of all projects funded through June 1981.
Organization of This Report

The study's findings on the extent to which UDAG funds were necessary are presented in Part II. If a project would have proceeded without UDAG, the jobs, taxes and other impacts generated cannot be said to have been stimulated by it. Part III, which presents the impact findings, takes into account whether those impacts can be attributed to UDAG. While Parts II and III address the extent to which UDAG's purposes are being accomplished, Part IV examines why some projects are not producing as many benefits as expected.

Although only cities which are officially designated as "distressed" are eligible to receive UDAG funds, there is a wide range of severity of distress among these cities. Part V examines the extent to which UDAG funds are targeted to the more distressed eligible cities.

Part VI examines the relationship between the UDAG program and local economic development, focusing on such issues as UDAG's impact on cities' economic development capacity, potential use by the cities of recaptured UDAG funds, and the process by which UDAG proposals are developed at the local level. Finally, options for program improvement are presented in Part VII.
II. Substitution --
Is UDAG Necessary?
Substitution -  
Is UDAG Necessary?

The primary goal of the Urban Development Action Grant program is to induce economic development in distressed cities and urban counties by stimulating private investment that would not otherwise have occurred. In the majority (64%) of cases, this goal has been realized: UDAG funds were definitely needed for the private investment, associated jobs and other benefits. In eight percent of the projects, the grants were unnecessary to stimulate any of the private investment, while in another 13%, they were needed only for a portion of the private sector's undertaking. The evidence is inconclusive in the remaining 15 percent of the cases.

The amount of unnecessary UDAG funds awarded to projects amounts to one dollar for every six expended. Unnecessary expenditures occurred as often in recent years as in the first year of program funding.

An Urban Development Action Grant is intended to be used when it can be demonstrated that it is a necessary catalyst for economic development in a distressed city. In spite of the fairly severe economic problems faced by such cities, some development projects will proceed without a UDAG...
Substitution occurs in a project when Federal funds pay for some portion of an investment that the private sector or state or local governments would have paid for in the absence of UDAG funding.

"But for" is a shortened version of the statement, "but for" the UDAG, this project would not be built. A project that meets the "but for" criterion would be contingent upon UDAG funding; without an Action Grant the project would not be built.

According to the Wydler Amendment, two conditions must be met: (a) UDAG funds should not substitute for or replace other non-Federal funds, and (b) the project would not be built "but for" the UDAG award. Any project that fails either of these tests, in whole or in part, is referred to in this study as having full (or partial) substitution.

*The "but for" criterion is found in the UDAG program regulations at Section 570.451 (1)(3) and 570.459(u).

subsidy as an inducement. For other projects, however, UDAG is a necessity because of the high risk and/or extraordinary development costs associated with these types of places; in these cases, development will not occur without UDAG. Often, the dividing line between these two types of projects is thin.

During the program's early months, UDAG reviewers did not emphasize the question of whether an Action Grant was necessary to induce the private investment in funded projects. By early 1979, however, this question was routinely addressed. In December 1979, the Wydler Amendment 1/ required

1/ P.L. 96-153, Section 104 (the Wydler Amendment) amended Section 119 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.
such review. Thus, UDAG must determine on which side of the dividing line each proposed project falls.

Addressing the Substitution Issue

Substitution occurs if the UDAG is unnecessary (i.e., if it is merely substituting for private or non-Federal funds). The substitution issue has three aspects:

(1) Would a project have had the same scope without UDAG?

(2) Would a project have gone ahead at the same location (i.e., within the same city) without UDAG?

(3) Would a project have proceeded at the same time without UDAG?

If the answer to all three of these questions is yes, then full substitution has occurred (i.e., the same project would have proceeded at the same location and at the same time without UDAG). In contrast, if a project at the same location and time, but with a reduced scope, would have proceeded without UDAG, then partial substitution has occurred.

Scope. When examining scope, the question is whether a project of the same size (e.g., the same square footage or number of stories) and with the same basic components (e.g., a first floor retail mall with upper floors of office space) required the UDAG to go forward. For some projects, the answer to this question is neither yes nor no; rather, for them, part (but not all) of the project would have gone forward without UDAG. For example, with an Urban Development Action Grant, a multi-component project with a hotel, office building and parking garage would be built, but without the UDAG only one component, such as the office building would be constructed.
Location. For most projects, the location issue is addressed by determining whether the project would have proceeded in the same distressed city without UDAG. In a handful of cases, however, the UDAG project is designed to contribute to an explicit, location-specific city economic development goal, such as the revitalization of the Central Business District or the development of an industrial park. For these few projects, the appropriate location question is whether the project, without UDAG, would have proceeded in the same neighborhood or area of the distressed city.

Timing. When examining timing, the question is whether the project would have proceeded at the same time -- or with a delay of less than a year -- without the UDAG. The one year time frame was selected for analytic purposes; it is not based on any legislative or regulatory specifications.

Study Approach

Two interdependent approaches are used to assess the substitution issue for the projects studied. The first involved visits to each project by members of the study team. Prior to these site visits, the team obtained extensive information from the UDAG project files and often discussed the projects with UDAG staff reviewers. At the project site, team members probed for information that would provide a broader perspective on the project beyond that obtainable from merely reading the files.

The site visits included inspections of the projects. In addition, discussions were held with a wide variety of project actors -- including developers, lenders, and city development officials, among others. First-hand information was obtained on a variety of contextual factors, including
site history, market conditions, other economic development activities in the area, and the intentions and long-term economic interests of the major project actors. This approach enabled the HUD staff to form a full and accurate picture of the project -- especially with respect to the substitution issue.

A complementary approach to assessing substitution was made by convening a panel of nine nationally-recognized real estate finance and development experts. The panel used the data from the files and information gathered on site, in conjunction with their knowledge of and experience in real estate development, to arrive at an independent assessment of substitution. In this assessment, the expert panel examined such factors as rate-of-return on investment, market conditions, and development costs in order to facilitate analysis of the scope, location and timing questions. The evidence and conclusions of these two approaches were carefully considered and weighed in making a final judgment on the substitution question.1/

Findings

Full substitution occurred in eight percent of the 80 projects. In all cases of full substitution, conclusive evidence indicates that the

1/ There are other ways to approach the substitution issue, some of which appear to be conceptually simpler than the method used here. However, other approaches have not yet been tried and even their proponents admit that they suffer from both conceptual and practical difficulties that will take considerable time to pilot test and remedy. The approach used here is decidedly preferable to other, untried approaches given the purpose and time constraints associated with this evaluation.
THE INDEPENDENT PANEL
OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT EXPERTS

Jean C. Felts, (New Orleans, LA) Vice-President, Waguespack, Dupree and Felts. Ms. Felts has had extensive experience in appraisal review of industrial and commercial real estate developments and carries the professional designations of CRE and MAI. She is also a member of the Urban Land Institute, the Real Estate Board of New Orleans and the Louisiana Realtors Association.

James A. Graaskamp, (Madison, WI) Professor and Chairman, Department of Real Estate and Urban Economics, the University of Wisconsin. Dr. Graaskamp is also the head of Landmark Research, Inc. He has written numerous books and articles on real estate investment. He has acted as a consultant to the Society of Real Estate Appraisers, the Mortgage Bankers of America and the Urban Land Institute. Dr. Graaskamp has received numerous academic and professional awards. His title includes the professional designations of: SREA, CRE and CUPA.*

William N. Kinnard, (Storrs, CT) Professor of Finance and Real Estate, University of Connecticut. Dr. Kinnard has received numerous academic and professional awards. He has written numerous books and articles on real estate and, in addition to being a certified Realtor, Dr. Kinnard carries the designations of SREA, MAI, CRE, ASA, CMI.*

Robert T. Kist, (St. Louis, MO) Midwest Regional Vice-President, the Equitable Life Assurance Society of America. Mr. Kist is also a member of the Governing Council of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and is also a member of the Board of Directors of Downtown St. Louis.

Richard D. Marshall, (Newark, NJ) LLB, Professor of Management, Graduate School of Management, Rutgers University. Mr. Marshall has been a Senior Investment Analyst and Senior Mortgage Loan Appraiser for the Prudential Life Insurance Company of America. He is the author of many articles on real estate investment. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Trust for Public Land and the Rutgers University Minority Investment Company (among others). He is a certified Review Appraiser of the National Association of Review Appraisers and an associate member of the Society of Real Estate Appraisers.

Thomas F. Murray, (New York, NY) former Executive Vice-President and Chief Investment Officer, the Equitable Life Assurance Society; former member, Board of Directors, U.S. Chamber of Commerce; member of numerous corporate boards, among them: Franklin Savings Bank, Equitable Mortgage and Realty Investors, American Property Investors, Inc. (President), and Paine Webber Cash Fund. Mr. Murray is also a member of the following professional organizations: Urban Land Institute (President, 1975-1977), Real Estate Board of New York, New York Society of Real Estate Analysts, and SREA.*
Robert M. O'Donnell, (Denver, CO) President, HOM Associates. Since 1947, Mr. O'Donnell has led the planning for major shopping center developments, new communities and other residential developments. He is also a Trustee of the Urban Land Institute and has served on numerous panels dealing with national and international housing and development issues.

David Scribner, Jr., (Storrs, CT) Center for Real Estate and Urban Economic Studies. Mr. Scribner is a specialist in real estate investment analysis. He has many years of experience in analyzing cash flow projections, economic feasibility studies and marketing studies. He is a member of SREA and ASA.* He is the author and contributing author of a number of articles on real estate investment. Mr. Scribner has an MBA from the University of Connecticut with a specialization in Real Estate Finance.

Maury Seldin, (Washington, DC) Professor of Real Estate, College of Business and Administration, The American University; President and Board Member, Homer Hoyt Institute; Principal, Metro Metrics, Inc. Dr. Seldin has authored and co-authored several books and an extensive number of articles in real estate finance and development. He is a member of the board, American Real Estate and Urban Economics Association; Member, Board of Governors, George Washington Chapter of Lambda Alpha; Member, Washington Board of Realtors; Member American Society of Real Estate Counselors; Research Fellow, Urban Land Institute. Dr. Seldin served as coordinator of the panel but did not review any of the projects.

Arthur M. Weimer, (Bloomington, IN) President of Weimer Business Advisory Service; Chairman, Business and Real Estate Trends, Inc.; President, Foundation for Economic and Business Studies; former Dean of the Graduate School of Business, Indiana University; former Professor of Real Estate and Land Economics. Dr. Weimer is a member of several corporate boards. He is the co-author of a leading text on real estate and has written extensively in the field.

* Abbreviations for professional real estate organizations are:

  ASA The American Society of Appraisers
  CMI Certified Member of Institute, Institute of Property Taxation
  CPCU Certified Property Casualty Underwriter, College of Property Underwriters
  CRE Counselor of Real Estate, American Society of Real Estate Counselors
  MAI Member Appraisal Institute, The American Society of Real Estate Appraisers
  SREA Senior Real Estate Analyst, Society of Real Estate Appraisers
same project would have occurred in the same place and time without UDAG funding. In addition, partial substitution occurred in 13 percent of the projects. In these cases, some part of the project did not depend on UDAG funding. In 15 percent of the projects, there was some, but not sufficient, evidence to suggest that substitution might have occurred. Finally, in two out of three projects, the UDAG was clearly needed in order for the project to go ahead. 1/

The percentage of projects having substitution is approximately the same for projects funded in the early months of the program as those funded since that time. In addition, there appears to be no project type (commercial, industrial or neighborhood) which is more likely than any other to have substitution. Likewise, no difference appears to exist between small city and metropolitan city projects in terms of the frequency of substitution.

As stated above, UDAG projects are obligated to meet both requirements of the Wydler Amendment: UDAG funds should not substitute for private or non-Federal public funds; and the private investment should be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBSTITUTION</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>Inconclusive</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1/ In addition to projects involving substitution, three projects had grants or loans significantly in excess of the amount needed to obtain the same private investment. In these projects the UDAG was clearly needed, but the grant or loan was inefficient. A smaller grant/loan could have leveraged the same level of private investment.
contingent on the Action Grant. The amount of UDAG funds allocated to projects or project components which fail either of these requirements is equal to 17 percent of all UDAG dollars expended. 1/

Evidence of Full Substitution. Conclusive evidence that full substitution occurred was found in six projects (8%). Five of the six projects involved the substitution of Federal for private funds. In one project, Federal funds substituted for local funds. The following kinds of evidence led to these conclusions:

- **Existence of commitments to fund the same project (either publicly or privately) prior to applying for UDAG funding.**
  - *Example:* In a large industrial expansion, in which UDAG paid the major cost of a sewer line, there was irrefutable evidence of commitment between the firm and the city indicating that if the city did not receive a UDAG the firm would pay for its share of the sewer line. The UDAG was clearly unnecessary for leveraging the private investment.

- **No clear relationship between private investment and UDAG funded public improvements.**
  - *Example:* UDAG funded parking, street improvements and a pedestrian plaza in a downtown. In this case, however, the private investment bore no relationship to the public improvements. The major component of the private investment was a new office building located three blocks away from the nearest UDAG-funded improvement. The additional parking provided by UDAG is not related to the new office.

1/ It should be noted that in the sample of projects examined for this study, one project alone accounts for nearly half of all of the substituted dollars. Although on some dimensions this project could be considered an outlier -- it has the largest private investment of any project in the sample and a leverage ratio of 30:1 -- the Action Grant, though large, is not the largest of sampled projects. Therefore, it is appropriate to retain this project in the sample despite its disproportionate impact on the number of substituted dollars. See Appendix A for further discussion of the calculations of substituted dollars.
building; the developer provided parking on lots adjacent to the new building.

- Instances where, in the opinion of the expert panel, there was sufficient financial feasibility for the project to have occurred without UDAG and where evidence gathered from the field demonstrated a prior private commitment to the project.

* Example: In a housing project where a UDAG was funded to help solve a drainage problem in the area, the panelists pointed out that under ordinary procedures of subdivision development, the future homeowners would have been assessed for the cost of correcting the drainage problem. Additional evidence made it clear that the same project would have been undertaken without UDAG because: (a) the developer had been building and selling homes in the same area for two years prior to funding; and (b) the demand for housing was strong due to the availability of below market financing provided by the state. The additional cost associated with a special assessment was unlikely to temper the demand for the housing.

Evidence of Partial Substitution. Conclusive evidence that partial substitution occurred was found in ten projects (13%). In these cases, some component of the project would have been developed in the absence of an Action Grant. Evidence of these findings falls into two categories:

- Instances where the developer or lender indicated that a smaller or different project would have gone ahead in the absence of a UDAG.

* Example: In one project, the developer stated that he would have built the smaller shopping mall that he had planned to build (and even started on) prior to considering UDAG funding.

* Example: In a project where UDAG funded the paving of streets in an industrial park expansion, the president of one of the firms that moved in stated that his firm would have located in the park without the provision of paved streets.
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Projects where the expert panel believed that a smaller or different development was economically feasible and where there was evidence from the field that the UDAG only induced a larger development than otherwise would have occurred.

* Example: In one office/retail complex where UDAG funded the costs of clearing the site for development, the expert panel pointed out that the office component of the new building was economically feasible on its own. The lender for the project stated that the bank (also the developer) had been planning to build an office building (without the retail complex) on the site and indeed, would have done so in the absence of UDAG funding.

Projects Considered Inconclusive. Fifteen percent of projects are categorized as inconclusive on the substitution issue because the evidence is mixed.

* Example: In a large industrial expansion, a firm required a below market loan and additional infrastructure in order to expand in a distressed city. The firm considered moving to a non-distressed city. This project appeared to be an example of substitution because the site proposed for expansion was owned by the major stockholder in the firm (who stood to make a large profit). Also, the claim that the firm needed below-market financing was not well documented and the city might have been able to set up a special arrangement with the firm on the assessments for the water and sewer lines. The project was categorized as inconclusive because: (a) the firm had considered another site and may have relocated; (b) there was some evidence that they were already heavily in debt and unlikely to be able to obtain market-rate financing; and, (c) it was uncertain whether the city would have been willing to provide a special arrangement on assessments.

Projects With No Evidence of Substitution. For the majority of projects (64%), there was no evidence of substitution. In these cases, the UDAG was clearly needed, though for a variety of reasons.
o **Extraordinary site development costs.**

* Example: In a downtown commercial development, the UDAG covered only the cost of making the site suitable for development. The site had not been previously developed due to the prohibitive cost of providing the concrete footings to correct for poor soil conditions. The site was the only undeveloped parcel in the city that had the necessary access for a commercial development. The project would not have been economically feasible without UDAG.

o **Genuine financing gap.**

* Example: In a downtown revitalization project, the developers were unable to obtain sufficient private financing despite a thorough search. A UDAG second loan provided by the city allowed the project to go forward.

o **Necessity of public improvements to allow private investment to occur.**

* Example: A farmers' cooperative in a small town was unable to expand its operation due to the lack of a large enough site that also had water and sewer lines. An Action Grant allowed the city to fund the infrastructure to a site it annexed, and a private investment was made that was not otherwise possible.

o **Extraordinarily high risk.**

* Example: Although a developer considered rehabilitating a 50-year old vacant industrial building in the CBD of a distressed city, the risk was too great for him to proceed. The project was speculative; no prospective tenants for the building were in sight, and it was the first new or rehabilitated office construction in this city in over ten years. A below-market rate UDAG loan induced the developer to take on the risk and proceed.

**Possible Changes in the Definition of Substitution**

The findings presented above are based on a definition of substitution that accounts for the manner in which the program operates as well as for legislative intent. However, the location and timing criteria used above could be altered to address different questions.
For example, the location criterion used above takes into account area-specific economic development goals of distressed cities. This criterion could be changed to incorporate whether the investment would have taken place anywhere in the city without UDAG. This change in the location criterion would result in an additional three projects being reclassified as instances of partial substitution. However, such an alteration in the definition is less consistent with the intent of the program since it is left to the discretion of distressed cities to determine how to focus aid in the form of UDAG subsidies and because up to July, 1981, the legislation allowed the use of UDAG funds for "reclamation of neighborhoods having excessive housing abandonment or deterioration."1/

It would also be possible to change the timing criterion to increase it from a one-year limit to a three-year limit; by expanding the time horizon, however, the reliability of the analysis is decreased due to an increase in the level of uncertainty regarding future investment decisions. By reanalyzing the sampled projects using this definition, it is likely that, with a three-year limit, the instances of full substitution would increase by one project and the instances of partial substitution would increase by three.

Alternatively, the timing criterion could have been dropped completely. Thus, any project which would have proceeded (either in whole

---

or in part) at some unspecified time in the future would be counted as a project with full or partial substitution. This change would result in a small number of additional projects being reclassified as full or partial substitution. Such reclassification would necessarily be quite speculative in nature, however, as it requires judgments about what developers would do in the future and requires making assumptions about future interest rates, future demand for products and services, and future development trends of cities. It is, therefore, inappropriate to include such additional cases in the substitution findings.

Review of Applications for Substitution

Substitution occurs in projects for different reasons, not all of which are attributable to the current review process. In some instances, it is due to inadequate standards of review that applied at the time that the project was funded, but which subsequently have changed. The review process has evolved over time, with standards becoming increasingly stringent. Given the amount of substitution found in this study, however, it is apparent that the review process is still not completely adequate.

Since the passage of the Wydler Amendment, the program has required a written statement from developers specifying that they would not build the project "but for" UDAG. This is the principal test for substitution. When reviewers have serious doubt about the validity of the developer's "but for" statement, they use a variety of techniques to examine the assertion. For example, the UDAG staff may delay consideration of a project for a few months to see if the project will go ahead on its own. In addition, recently, reviewers have negotiated with developers to allow
EXPERT PANEL'S SUGGESTIONS FOR MINIMIZING SUBSTITUTION

The expert panelists all concluded that insufficient attention has been paid by UDAG reviewers to real estate/financial investment analysis in funding projects. In their opinion, a better understanding of real estate development and a more thorough analysis of project feasibility on the part of the UDAG staff would help to avoid the occurrence of substitution. Panelists made the following observations and suggestions on improving the process of reviewing projects:

- The current policy of relying on a "but for" letter from a developer is an insufficient substitute for a thorough feasibility analysis. Some letters are vaguely written and, besides, may not be legally binding.

- The current policy of relying on a lender's willingness to loan funds for a project as a measure of project feasibility is not always adequate. This is especially true if a lender is not completely disinterested, as is the case when the lender is also the developer or will be a major tenant in the new development.

- In all cases, any market study or feasibility analysis used by the lender should be passed on to HUD for review.

- The feasibility analyses done by Economic Market Analysis Division (EMAD) reviewers in HUD's Area Offices have not been sufficiently taken into account in some funded projects. Frequently, the EMAD reviewer's conclusion that a project is infeasible appears to have gone unheeded.

- There has been insufficient consideration of possible alternative available sites and their current value.

- There was insufficient information about surrounding land uses in some project files. Panelists suggest that better maps and photographs be required as part of the application because they believe that real estate analysis cannot be done without site visits. Short of that, better information about the site and its surroundings is recommended.

- Better information is needed on the market value of land, commercial and office space, and parking space. Panelists suggest greater reliance on independent appraisals.
the city to share in the future profits of the development. This technique is based on the assumption that developers will only agree to such requirements if the UDAG is essential; otherwise, they are likely to withdraw their request for a subsidy.\footnote{One piece of evidence which supports this assumption is the fact that although 16 percent of projects in the sample include "kickers" (profit sharing provisions), none of the projects found to have substitution have one.} In extreme cases, senior UDAG staff may stress to a developer that any misrepresentation of the need for an Action Grant is fraudulent. Finally, reviewers sometimes contact disinterested local developers and lenders to obtain their opinions about the requirement for UDAG funding.

The current review process does not emphasize the market demand for, or economic feasibility of, proposed projects. Commercial developments are the exception to this practice; for these, reviewers do closely examine projected cash flow statements and potential profitability. For the most part, however, the program relies on a private lender's willingness to lend on a project as the principal test of feasibility. This lack of emphasis on feasibility raises the issue of whether UDAG reviewers can fully determine when a proposed project has the potential to succeed without UDAG assistance.
(2) Study team projections consist of estimates of what UDAG projects will ultimately produce in terms of private investment, jobs, revenues and housing units -- including available actual results for projects which are already fully or partially operational. They are derived from extensive discussions, first-hand observations, and a review of appropriate documents done during site visits to 80 project locations. These projections are based on the best available present knowledge of each project's current status and expected accomplishments.

(3) Study team discounted projections take into account the extent of substitution of UDAG funds for private or non-Federal public funds and, therefore, represent, the net benefits of UDAG with respect to the amount of leveraged private investment, jobs created, taxes generated, and housing provided. Because a project's impacts can only be attributed to the Urban Development Action Grant program if the investment would not have occurred without the Grant, impacts are discounted to disregard the effects of entire projects or certain project components which do not represent UDAG-stimulated investment.

IMPACT MEASURES

Originally anticipated impacts: These are the impacts that were originally anticipated to result from UDAG projects. They were made at the time of the signing of the projects' grant agreements.

Projected impacts: These are impact estimates that were obtained by the study team. They are estimated outcomes as of the time when projects are fully operational.

Projected (discounted) impacts: These are projected impacts, which are discounted in order that only those attributable to UDAG are included.

In Sections 3-6, originally anticipated impacts are compared, first, to the study team's projected impacts and, then, to the discounted projected impacts. These sections cover: (a) leveraging, (b) jobs, (c) fiscal effects, and (d) housing.
In addition to primary impacts, UDAG projects may also cause a variety of positive and negative secondary impacts. These are discussed in Sections 7-10 and include: (a) **spin-off investment activity** -- additional investment in construction or expansion of other business firms stimulated by UDAG projects; (b) **off-site impacts on existing businesses** -- effects on the level of business activity of firms located off the sites of UDAG developments; (c) **business relocation** -- the displacement of businesses associated with UDAG developments; and (d) **household relocation** -- families relocating as a result of UDAG projects.

A final section compares the impacts of industrial, commercial and housing projects.
UDAG funds are awarded to distressed cities in order to stimulate economic activity by attracting private investment. Proposed projects are judged, in part, by the amount of private investment that is "leveraged" by the Action Grant. Three questions regarding leveraging are addressed in this section. First, how many private dollars are stimulated by each UDAG dollar? UDAG projects are, in fact, generating more private dollars than had been anticipated when grant awards were made, although a large amount of this is due to cost overruns in which no additional jobs or other benefits are attained. Disregarding any private investment that would have occurred without the UDAG subsidy, the program leverages an average of 5.5 private dollars for each UDAG dollar—a small decrease from the 6.3 private dollars that were originally anticipated.

Since one-half of the UDAG projects involve additional public funds, the private investment is being stimulated by both UDAG and these other public monies. For every public dollar (UDAG plus other public grants) spent on a project, there are 4.4 private dollars invested.
dollar? Second, how many private dollars are leveraged by each public
dollar (including UDAG, as well as other Federal, state and local funds)
involved in UDAG projects? Third, for what reasons is the level of private
investment in UDAG projects often different from that originally expected?

Calculation of the UDAG Leverage Ratio

In examining the impacts of the UDAG program, an important indicator
of program efficiency is the amount of private investment stimulated by
each UDAG dollar, referred to as the leverage ratio. The UDAG leverage
ratio is (a) the dollar amount of private investment in the project divided
by (b) the dollar amount of the Action Grant. To determine the number of
private dollars leveraged by each UDAG dollar for the projects examined
in this study, 1/ an average UDAG leverage ratio is computed by, first, calculat­
ing the UDAG leverage ratio for each project and, then, taking the average
of these individual ratios. 2/

Private Investment Leveraged by UDAG

To evaluate UDAG's leverage effects, the following three ratios are
compared: (a) the average UDAG leverage ratio originally anticipated at
the time that grant agreements were effected; (b) the average UDAG leverage
ratio projected to exist at the time that projects are fully operational; 4
and (c) the average UDAG leverage ratio projected after discounting for

1/ The leveraging analysis presented in this section is based on informa-
tion from 79 projects. One of the 80 sampled projects is excluded
from this analysis because it was terminated very shortly after the
sample was drawn. No UDAG dollars were spent on this project and the
UDAG amount for the project has been subtracted from the overall UDAG
totals -- both anticipated and projected.

2/ This procedure reduces the effect of any outlier (i.e., an atypical
project) on the calculation of the overall ratio.
substitution (i.e., subtracting out private dollars that would have been invested without UDAG). Projections (b) and (c) are based on information obtained on-site from the projects' developers, lenders and city development officials.

The originally anticipated average UDAG leverage ratio, which is based on private investment expected at the time of the grant agreement, is 6.30:1; that is, it is estimated that each UDAG dollar would stimulate, on average, $6.30 of private investment. Study team projections indicate that UDAG's leveraging ability will be even greater than expected: $7.10 of private investment will be stimulated by each UDAG dollar. This increased leveraging is due to a 19 percent increase in private investment while the UDAG investment is virtually unchanged.1/

After discounting for substitution, however, UDAG's projected leveraging ability drops to 87 percent of its originally anticipated level. Thus, after subtracting out private investment which was not generated by UDAG, study team findings indicate that each UDAG dollar stimulates $5.50 of private investment.

Private Investment Leveraged by Total Public Funds

In addition to the UDAG subsidy, 51 percent of the projects examined for this study have received other public funds. These other public monies may be Federal (e.g., Community Development Block Grant funds), state (e.g., a grant from a state economic development agency), and/or local (e.g., general revenues to be utilized for infrastructure).

1/ Two-thirds of this increase is due to a single project, in which private investment is projected to be $100 million greater than originally anticipated.
TERMINOLOGY: PRIVATE DOLLARS

Private Dollars (as used in computing leverage ratios*):

- Include the full amount of all unsubsidized private investment, e.g., equity and market rate loans.
- Include the present value** of all directly subsidized loans, such as UDAG loans and leases, as well as other low-interest loans made by public agencies (e.g., the Economic Development Administration or the Small Business Administration).
- Include the full value of industrial revenue bonds, Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) financing and guaranteed loans with a guarantee of 90 percent or less.
- Exclude private investment for working capital, capital equipment which is moveable or has a depreciable life of less than 7 years, commitments for tenant improvements made after the preliminary UDAG award, acquisition costs for occupied buildings, developers' fees, and all investment occurring prior to the preliminary award.

* This definition of private dollars is the same as that currently used by the UDAG staff when they calculate UDAG leverage ratios.

** The present value of a loan is the total value, in current dollars, of the amount to be paid to the lender, i.e., future payments are "discounted" to reflect the fact that income to be received in the future is worth less than receipt of the same amount of income today. For the purpose of this analysis, a "discount rate" of 11% was used to calculate the present value of loans.

These other public funds may also be responsible for stimulating some of the private investment occurring in UDAG projects. As a result, in those projects with both UDAG and other public funds, it may be inaccurate to state that UDAG funds alone leveraged all of the private investment. Therefore a second way to examine leveraging -- in addition to looking at the UDAG leverage ratio -- is to determine the amount of private investment stimulated by the total amount of public dollars that go into a project.
PRIVATE INVESTMENT LEVERAGED BY UDAG
(in millions of dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originaly Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected* Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected (discounted) Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Private Dollars</td>
<td>$816.0</td>
<td>$968.4</td>
<td>119.0%</td>
<td>$446.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total UDAG Dollars</td>
<td>$117.1</td>
<td>$116.6</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average UDAG Leverage Ratio**</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>113.0%</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the 21 projects which were fully operational in June 1961, the "projected" investment is the actual investment.

** Note that the ratios are not determined by dividing the total private dollars by total Action Grant dollars. Rather, the ratios are calculated by determining the leverage ratio for each of the 79 projects and then averaging these 79 ratios.

*** Projected UDAG dollars are not discounted. Therefore, this information is not applicable.

The total public leverage ratio is (a) the dollar amount of private investment in a project divided by (b) the dollar amount of public funds in a project. To determine the number of private dollars leveraged by each public dollar for the projects examined in this study, an average total public leverage ratio is computed. 1/

1/ The computation of the average total public leverage ratio is comparable in all respects to the computation of the average UDAG leverage ratio.
TERMINOLOGY: PUBLIC DOLLARS

Public Dollars (as used in computing leverage ratios):
- Include all Action Grant dollars.
- Include all other Federal, State, and local grants.
- Exclude all non-UDAG subsidized government loans.

Based on investment figures contained in project grant agreements, each public dollar was originally anticipated to leverage $5.25 of private investment. Projections made by the study team of private investment that will occur when the projects are fully operational indicate that public funds will have a slightly greater leveraging ability than had been anticipated: $5.42 of private investment will be stimulated by each public dollar. After discounting for substitution, however, the average total public leverage ratio drops to 84 percent of what was anticipated -- to $4.41 in private investment for each public dollar. 1/

Reasons for Changes in Private Investment

As indicated earlier, the non-discounted projected leverage ratio for the UDAG projects examined is 19 percent greater than originally anticipated. There is considerable variation among projects, however, in the magni-

1/ It is possible that projects in which UDAG dollars substituted for private dollars may have needed the other public funds. The analysis of substitution done for this study only examined whether the UDAG subsidy was needed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Originally Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected Amount</th>
<th>Projected (discounted) Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Private Dollars</td>
<td>$816.0</td>
<td>$968.4</td>
<td>$446.0</td>
<td>119%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Public Dollars</td>
<td>$173.3</td>
<td>$183.1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Total Public</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leveraging Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Projected total public dollars were not discounted. Therefore, this information is not applicable.

...tude and direction of change, as well as in the factors responsible for such changes. In 56 percent of the projects examined for this study, there is or will be an increase in the amount of private investment; there will be decreases in only 9 percent.

There are three basic reasons for increases in private investment. First, in 40 percent of the projects with investment changes, cost overruns account for the entire increase. Such overruns occurred either because costs were underestimated or because of delays in project construction that increased the costs of materials and/or financing. For example, one UDAG project included a downtown parking garage and an adjacent office building. The costs of the office building escalated substantially over those originally anticipated, due to increases in materials and supplies.
Second, in 31 percent of the projects with investment increases, scope or design quality changes have affected the cost of the project. For example, in a downtown revitalization project, the scope was increased since participation ultimately included several more small businesses than originally anticipated. This increased participation meant, in turn, increased private investment in the project.

Third, in 24 percent of the projects with investment increases, a combination of cost and scope changes are responsible for the increase. For example, in a housing construction project, costs increased because the developers decided to build more housing units than originally planned and costly delays were experienced in the start-up of construction.

Some increases in private investment can be explained by each of these. However, 86 percent of the net increase in private investment is attributable to cost overruns. Thus, very little of the increase in private investment in UDAG projects will produce additional benefits, such as more jobs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Projected Private Investment (in 79 projects)</td>
<td>$968 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Originally Anticipated Private Investment</td>
<td>-$816 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Difference</td>
<td>$152 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount Attributable to Cost Overrun</td>
<td>$131 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Overruns as a Percent of Net Difference</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes a $100 million cost overrun on a single project.*
A major objective of the UDAG program is to increase the number of jobs in distressed cities. Detailed review of the projects examined for this study indicates that the program will produce a majority (77%) of the jobs that were anticipated at the time that awards were made. After discounting for the effects of substitution, an additional 15 percent of all anticipated jobs can not be attributed to the program; this means that UDAG can claim credit for 62 percent of its original job goal. Projects produce fewer jobs than expected because of errors, made at the time the grant is awarded, in calculating ultimate employment levels for projects and, less often, because of unexpected economic difficulties.

Using the most stringent method of calculating the cost per job created (not counting those that would have occurred anyway without the UDAG grant), each job will cost 11,570 UDAG dollars. While this is 62 percent higher than originally anticipated, it compares favorably with other Federal job-creating programs. A substantial portion of the jobs stimulated by the UDAG program to date is at low- and moderate-income wage levels. Most of these are clerical, sales, service work, and laborer positions.

One of the main purposes of the UDAG program is to assist distressed cities in creating new permanent employment and, to a lesser extent, in
retaining existing jobs. In addition, UDAG requires that, to the extent possible, new job creation is to be targeted to low- and moderate-income persons.

Three main issues guide the analysis of employment in this section. The first is whether UDAG is actually achieving its employment-related objectives. Specifically, will the projects produce the number of new and retained jobs that are anticipated at the time the awards are made? These originally anticipated employment levels, and any modifications which are made to them, are contained in the UDAG project files or grant agreements. To assess the extent to which the program is reaching its

TERMINOLOGY: JOBS

A new permanent job is a full-time equivalent permanent position which did not exist previously within the distressed city or urban county and which was created by the UDAG project.

A retained job is a full-time equivalent permanent position which existed prior to the UDAG project within the distressed city or urban county. Without the UDAG project, this job would have been abolished or moved to a location outside the distressed city or urban county.

A low-and moderate-income job is a full-time equivalent position that pays the worker no more than 80 percent of the median income earned by all workers in the local market (based on the earnings of a family of four).

This evaluation does not address whether UDAG is responsible for a net increase in the number of jobs nationally. While this may be a valid question, the legislative intent of the program is to create or retain existing jobs only in economically distressed cities. Some, although probably not all, of the jobs associated with UDAG would, most likely, have been created in non-distressed cities or counties where the perceived economic risk would be less and the private sector more prone to invest without any public inducement.
employment goals, employment data were gathered during site visits to 80 projects.

A second job-related issue is the cost, in Action Grant dollars, per job created. This is one indicator of how efficient UDAG is as an economic development tool.\textsuperscript{1} Cost-per-job data are presented in three different ways to allow for comparison: the cost of each originally anticipated job; the cost of each projected job (based on new data obtained first hand at each project site); and the cost per projected job after subtracting out those which would have been created without the UDAG subsidy. Comparisons of these three figures will indicate how closely the program's projected job creating efficiency measures up to what was originally anticipated when the UDAG awards were made.

A third issue concerns the occupational classifications of jobs created to date and the extent to which such jobs offer low- and moderate-income wages,\textsuperscript{2} are filled by minorities, or filled by those eligible for the CETA program.\textsuperscript{3}

\textit{New Permanent Employment}

As of June 1981, the sample of projects examined for this study

\textsuperscript{1} As used here, efficiency is a measure of resources used to achieve a certain goal. Resources in this report are UDAG dollars and the goal is job creation.

\textsuperscript{2} The analysis in this section refers to low- or moderate-income wage levels associated with the jobs created on UDAG projects and not to the income status of those filling the jobs.

\textsuperscript{3} CETA is the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act administered by the U. S. Department of Labor. The analysis here includes not only those who may have participated in CETA (and who subsequently found employment on a UDAG project), but also those who would qualify for training under the program if they applied for it.
had generated almost 5,000 new permanent jobs, 76 percent of which had low or moderate wage levels. This total represents just under 31 percent of the new jobs originally anticipated for these projects and reflects the fact that almost 83 percent of these projects, even though far along in terms of construction, are not yet operational or fully hired up. 1/ Therefore, in addition to current employment as of June 1981, detailed projections of the employment levels that will be reached when these projects are fully operational were also obtained from developers and permanent employers. 2/ When these new employment projections are compared to employment that was originally anticipated in the grant agreements, it appears that UDAG projects will produce 77 percent of anticipated jobs. Put another way, collectively, these projects will miss their original job goal by 23 percent.

1/ A substantial lag exists between the extent of construction completion and when permanent hiring is completed. In most cases, new permanent jobs (not construction jobs) are filled once all of the construction is completed.

2/ For the projects which are fully operational, these projected figures equal the current figures, but in all other projects which are not completely operational, the current new employment figures are lower than the projected figures. In obtaining revised employment estimates for this study, intensive field study tracking occurred and interviews were held with relevant individuals. Two days, on average, were spent by HUD staff researchers at each of the 80 project sites. During this period, interviews were held with a variety of people to obtain accurate job data. In addition, whenever possible, access was also gained to employment records for further verification. In sum, these estimates are more reliable than the estimates contained in Quarterly Progress Reports submitted by cities because these estimates rely on multiple sources including interviews with city officials, developers, construction firms, and permanent employers. When necessary, multiple employment estimates were combined into one employment projection.
### NEW PERMANENT JOBS GENERATED BY UDAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originaly Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected (Discounted)</th>
<th>Percent of Anticipated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Jobs</td>
<td>16,235</td>
<td>12,558</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>10,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/Moderate Income</td>
<td>9,258</td>
<td>7,519</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>6,589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Differences Between Originally Anticipated and Projected Jobs

Although, in the aggregate, UDAG will produce fewer jobs than had been anticipated, one-fifth of the sampled projects will employ more people than originally anticipated and 13 percent will exceed original estimates by at least 20 percent. The creation of more jobs than had been anticipated is due to a variety of reasons, including: increases in the size or scope of some projects which necessitate more employment; greater-than-expected increases in the volume of business which necessitate more employment; or under-calculation of anticipated employment levels at the time the projects were initiated. The following examples illustrate why some projects will experience more employment than had been originally anticipated.

*Example:* Due to greater-than-expected private sector investment, a downtown rehabilitation and land reclamation project was able to provide more retail space than was specified in the grant agreement. This led to an increase in project scope and to a 64 percent increase in new, permanent full-time employment over that required by the grant agreement.
While one-fifth of UDAG projects will do considerably better than expected in terms of job creation, about one-third will miss their employment objectives by at least 20 percent (which is roughly the average for all projects in the sample). This job shortfall most frequently results from miscalculations made at the time that grant agreements are signed. These miscalculations occur for a variety of reasons: because it is sometimes very difficult to make adequate job estimates in advance; because of overly optimistic expectations; because part-time positions were originally counted as full-time; or because retained jobs were counted as new permanent jobs. Just over one-third of these projects with at least 20 percent job shortfalls have experienced some sort of financial problems, including a very few cases of project termination or bankruptcy. The following examples illustrate why some projects will not fulfill anticipated employment goals.

* Example: According to the grant agreement, a small-city industrial firm committed to create 50 new permanent jobs. At the time of this study, however, new employment had already exceeded expectations by 30 percent. According to the plant manager, an increase in business volume necessitated the addition of shift work (and more jobs) but no change in the scope of the UDAG project.

* Example: When the grant agreement was signed, the developers of an office building generated pessimistic employment estimates. This was due to the fact that no tenants had yet been identified. At the time of this study, however, the developers had attracted a major tenant and their revised new employment estimates exceeded the grant agreement by 700 percent.

* Example: Employment in a large-city industrial firm is well below the anticipated level and may never equal it. The employer's current projection is that new employment will reach only 36 percent of that specified in the grant agreement. Factors contributing to this condition include: working capital shortage; excessive employee turnover; poorly operating equipment; and the cancellation of a major contract by a national firm.
Example: Due to unfavorable economic conditions, an employer involved in a small-city commercial project cancelled plans for expansion of its headquarters facility. As a result, this project will generate only one-third of the new employment referenced in the grant agreement.

Discounting For Substitution. As discussed above, some UDAG-funded projects would have been completed in whole or in part without UDAG dollars, i.e., they were viable without Federal assistance. Therefore, some or all of the new permanent employment associated with these projects would also have been generated without UDAG funds. When this is taken into account, the program will generate 62 percent of the new permanent employment that was originally anticipated. 1/

Retained Employment

In addition to creating new jobs, another employment objective of the UDAG program is to assist distressed cities in retaining existing jobs that would otherwise leave. Only about 22 percent of all UDAG projects funded through the end of fiscal year 1980 are expected to retain jobs and, according to UDAG staff, less emphasis is given in their evaluations of UDAG applications to retained jobs than to new permanent employment. Although this lack of emphasis is due, in part, to the greater importance attached to creating new jobs, it is also due to the problems associated with

1/ The employment data are reduced on a project-by-project basis for those projects determined to have either full or partial substitution. For projects with full substitution, all of the jobs are subtracted from the revised estimates of employment generated by UDAG since they would have occurred regardless of the Action Grant. For those projects with partial substitution in which, for example, one component of the project would have gone ahead without the UDAG, only those jobs associated with that part of the project are excluded or subtracted.
knowing whether a job is really being retained -- that is, would the job have been lost to the city if the UDAG project were not funded. Discussions with many developers and permanent employers reveal that they did not use a uniform definition when they estimated the level of retained employment associated with their projects. As a result, some misclassifications occurred. For the purposes of this analysis, a retained job is one that existed within the distressed city prior to the UDAG project and that would have been lost to the city had the UDAG project not gone forward. In other words, there should be evidence that an employer would move to the suburbs of a distressed city, move to a nondistressed city, or go out of business if UDAG assistance were not provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RETAINED EMPLOYMENT GENERATED BY UDAG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Originally Anticipated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Originally Anticipated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The projected employment that will be retained when UDAG projects are fully operational is 23 percent less than anticipated in UDAG project files. Put another way, 77 percent of the original goals for job retention will be met. Most of the shortfall can be attributed to the original misclassification of these jobs -- i.e., some developers and permanent employers labelled certain jobs as retained when, in fact, they would not have been lost to their distressed cities in the absence of UDAG funding. Only two
falling short of retained employment goals will do so because of decreased project scope.1/

Discounting For Substitution. As is the case with new permanent employment, the net impact of UDAG on job retention can be determined only after the effects of substitution have been considered. When compared to UDAG’s anticipated employment retention figures, after discounting for substitution, UDAG projects will reach 57 percent of their retained job goal -- a figure comparable to that found for new permanent jobs.

Job Shortfall By Project Type

In total, 61 percent of all originally anticipated new permanent and retained jobs are projected (after discounting for substitution) to be attained by the time the projects are fully operational. This percentage varies widely by project type, however. At one extreme, the projected (discounted) jobs for industrial projects is 51 percent of that originally anticipated -- and, for commercial projects, the comparable number is 53 percent. At the other extreme, neighborhood projects (which produce relatively few jobs) attain 93 percent of the originally anticipated jobs.

Costs Per Job

The cost to the Federal government of creating new jobs through the UDAG program is an indicator of how efficient the program is as an economic

1/ The sample contains only 15 projects which are expected to retain jobs in their cities.
development tool. In turn, this efficiency can be compared to similar figures for other Federal programs that create jobs.

New Permanent Employment. Using the detailed projections of new permanent employment, it will cost 9,284 UDAG dollars for every new permanent job created. This is 29 percent higher than the 7,142 UDAG dollars per job that were anticipated at the time that grant agreements were signed, and represents an average UDAG cost increase of almost $2,100 per job. 1/

The UDAG dollars-per-job figure increases even more when the extent of full and partial substitution is considered. Discounting for substitut-

---

1/ The sampled projects received a total of $116,588,000 in UDAG grants and are projected to create 12,558 new permanent jobs prior to accounting for substitution. This yields the $9,284:1 ratio reported above.
COST-PER-JOB CREATED AND/OR RETAINED BY UDAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Originally Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected</th>
<th>Projected (Discounted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Percent of Anticipated</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Permanent Jobs</td>
<td>$7,142</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td>$11,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Permanent and Retained Jobs</td>
<td>$5,683</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td>$9,344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

projection results in a UDAG cost of $11,570 per job. This is, on average, $4,400 higher than had been originally anticipated, and it represents an increase of 62 percent.1/

Twelve percent of the projects examined for this study are not expected to generate any new permanent jobs; they were approved because they provide for other types of benefits.2/ If these projects are excluded from the calculations, the projected ratio of UDAG dollars-to-jobs decreases to $10,624 (discounted). This compares to an originally anticipated cost of $6,552 per job and is still 62 percent higher than anticipated.

Comparison with Other Job-Cost Ratios. One way to assess UDAG's job

1/ The discounted new permanent employment estimate for the sample is 10,077 jobs and the total value of UDAG awards is $116,588,000.

2/ Nine of these are "housing only" projects and one is a mix of housing and commercial components. This last project, despite a commercial component, is not expected to create any new jobs.
creating efficiency is to compare its cost-per-job figure with those for other Federal programs that create or save jobs. These comparisons can give a rough idea about whether UDAG's costs are high or low and, thus, are useful evaluation tools. Such comparisons are difficult to make, however, and should be viewed with some degree of caution because of (a) substantial differences among programs in design and objectives, and (b) significant data and/or methodological problems.

Program variation is the biggest obstacle in making comparisons. Programs vary, for example, in terms of the types of subsidy given (that is, whether direct loans, loan guarantees, or outright grants); they also vary in the purposes for which the money can be spent. UDAG does not provide any guaranteed loans as does the Economic Development Administration's (EDA) Business Development program. The use of guaranteed loans reduces program costs per job in two ways: program outlays occur only when the guarantee is called (which is in a minority of cases) and the guarantee tends to reduce financing costs. Furthermore, EDA's loans are given mostly for working capital to businesses while UDAG grants/loans are usually for construction and are, therefore, more capital intensive. Unlike EDA, UDAG also pays for public costs, such as cities' administrative costs and needed public infrastructure.

Programs also vary in the extent to which Federal funds cover a portion or all of development costs or costs of creating jobs. At one end of the continuum is EDA's Local Public Works Program which involves no private contribution; it creates construction jobs through local public works projects at an average public cost of over $60,000 per job. 1/ EDA's

Business Development Loan program covers, on average, one-half of development costs while UDAG usually contributes less than one-fourth of project costs. Finally, Federal programs vary in terms of the areas eligible to receive program benefits. For instance, business loans made by the Farmer's Home Administration go to rural areas which are short of private credit while the UDAG program gives funds to urban areas designated as economically distressed.

Data or methodological problems also present difficulties in across-program comparisons. First and foremost, cost-per-job data are not available for all programs, and the data which do exist vary considerably in quality and reliability. Second, different programs have varying requirements (some have none) concerning substitution, and no other analysis of job costs discounts for substitution in the manner done in this study. 1/

Because of these programmatic and data-related issues, any comparison between UDAG and other Federal programs is somewhat tentative. However, the one program which is closest to UDAG in design and for which data exist on cost per job is EDA's Business Development program. To facilitate comparison, the cost figures are, in both cases, deflated to 1979 dollars and UDAG figures are not discounted for substitution. 2/

When these comparisons are made, the UDAG program's costs appear to compare


2/ The dollar figures have been deflated by multiplying each by an approximation to the 1979 Fixed Non-Residential Investment deflator. See p. 16 of Abt, op. cit.
favorably with those of EDA, both for new permanent jobs and for all jobs -- whether new or saved. UDAG's cost for creating new permanent jobs is 12 percent less than EDA's, while its cost of creating or saving a job is 20 percent less.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB COST COMPARISONS: UDAG vs. EDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost Per New Permanent Job Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UDAG cost per job as a percentage of EDA cost per job: 88% 80%

Total Employment Including New and Retained Jobs. Total new jobs and total retained jobs can be added together to assess the UDAG cost of all permanent jobs supported by UDAG projects. In this regard, the undiscounted cost per job is $7,392 while the discounted cost is 9,344 UDAG dollars per job. The discounted costs represent a 64% increase over the originally anticipated costs of $5,683 per job.

1/ In addition to the method employed here, an alternative measure of job creating efficiency is to compare the percentage of total job creation costs borne by a program. In this regard, UDAG is more efficient than most other Federal programs. See: Judith Y. May, "Leveraging Performance of Federal Economic Development Programs." (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1981.)

2/ The sample is projected to generate 15,772 new permanent and retained jobs before accounting for substitution, and 12,477 jobs after accounting for substitution. The UDAG awards remain constant at $116,588,000.

3/ The percentage difference between anticipated and projected ratios does not change if only the 70 projects which are expected to generate permanent jobs are included in the calculations.
Characteristics of Employees and Types of Jobs

Most of the permanent jobs created to date appear to be lower level blue collar and white collar positions. For example, 70 percent of the new jobs already created are sales, clerical, services, or unskilled laborer positions. These positions generally offer wages or salaries close to or below 80 percent of the area-wide, household median incomes for cities in the sample. There are variations, however, in the kinds of jobs created to date by type of project. On the one hand, over 40 percent of the new jobs in industrial projects are either craftsman or operative positions. Persons hired for these jobs are likely to be skilled and earn incomes at or above area-wide medians. On the other hand, almost 50 percent of the new jobs created so far in neighborhood and commercial projects are sales or clerical positions and are likely to be low-paying.

As indicated above, 62 percent of the originally anticipated new permanent jobs are projected (discounted) to be attained by the time the projects are fully operational. For new permanent low- and moderate-income jobs, however, the projects are somewhat closer to the original levels -- it is projected that 71 percent of the anticipated low- and moderate-income jobs (discounted) will be attained. Nearly two-thirds of all projected jobs will have low- and moderate-income wage levels.

The majority of employees hired to date have low- or moderate-incomes and just over one-fourth had been previously unemployed. About one in ten of the new permanent jobs created so far are filled by those who were part of, or qualified for training under, the CETA program. Many of these are included among those previously unemployed. Just over one-fourth of the new jobs created to date are filled by minorities.
### DISTRIBUTION OF NEW PERMANENT JOBS AMONG CATEGORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Industrial Projects</th>
<th>Commercial Projects</th>
<th>Neighborhood Projects</th>
<th>Total For All Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional and Managerial Jobs</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Clerical Jobs</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craftsman and Operative Jobs</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Worker and Laborer Jobs</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The percentages in this table are based on 4,993 new permanent jobs in existence in the 80 sampled projects at the time of the site visits (June 1981).

### Construction Employment

In addition to assisting with job creation and retention of new permanent positions, the UDAG program also produces short-term construction employment.

Projecting the level of construction employment, however, is more complicated than estimating new permanent or retained employment. For the most part, construction jobs are not full-time positions and they are not expected to last for extended periods. Rather, construction firms continually hire craftsmen, as the job progresses, for relatively short-term
work. The problem, then, is to transform the number of construction workers employed on a particular UDAG site into comparable "full-time equivalent" (FTE) positions, i.e., the total number of full-time positions all construction work would represent. As examples, two construction workers, each employed on a UDAG site for four hours per day for a full year, would equal one FTE construction job; four workers, each employed four hours per day for 26 weeks, would also equal one FTE construction job.

As of the time that data were collected for this study (June 1981), the sampled projects had generated almost 9,400 FTE construction jobs, which represents three-quarters of the total construction employment originally anticipated. Given that, on average, 79 percent of the construction on these projects had been completed as of that date, construction employment so far appears to be on target.

Only 15 percent of the construction jobs created have paid low- or moderate-income wages. This low figure contrasts with the comparatively high (76%) figure for new permanent jobs. The difference is explained by the higher pay scale in the construction trades relative to most of the new unskilled jobs being created in the UDAG projects. 1/

---

1/ The use of UDAG funds in a project requires that construction firms pay Davis-Bacon wages to employees (i.e., the "prevailing wage" in an area must be paid to construction workers). The data generated for this study, however, do not permit any conclusions as to whether project costs may be increased (and, if so, by how much) as a result of Davis-Bacon application.
The contribution of a UDAG project to a city's economic development is measured, primarily, by the amount of employment and private investment stimulated by the UDAG subsidy. There are, however, other ways to measure its contribution, such as the amount of tax revenues that each new project

The total amount of local tax revenues generated by UDAG projects is projected to fall short of the amount that was originally anticipated by as much as 40 percent, before allowing for substitution, and by as much as 50 percent, after discounting. There are several possible explanations for this shortfall, including: the highly variable quality of procedures used to estimate anticipated tax revenues by the city and to review these estimates by HUD; changes that occur in projects subsequent to their original design that affect revenues; and the possible inclusion, in the original revenue estimates, of taxes that do not go directly to the city (such as state sales taxes). Additional analyses indicate that property tax yields directly attributable to UDAG projects may be less than comparable yields from other taxable properties. This suggests that cities may be applying an informal, as well as formal, form of tax abatement as an additional means of supporting these economic development activities.
generates. UDAG's mandate is to help to alleviate urban distress, and one way this is done is by enhancing the local tax base. Of course, UDAG can only be given credit for such tax base enhancement if the projects it supports would not have been developed without the program.

Taxes Generated by UDAG Projects

At the time that HUD makes a preliminary award of an Action Grant to a city, the city estimates the amount of taxes that the project will generate. 1/ These figures, then, constitute the originally anticipated tax impacts of the project. During the course of this evaluation, city officials provided the study team with information on taxes generated to date. In addition, they explained and updated, systematically and in detail, their original estimates of the revenues to be produced when their projects become fully operational. 2/ The updated projections are compared with the

1/ Unlike employment and private investment impacts of each UDAG project, fiscal impacts are not specified in grant agreements.

2/ Revenue projections were made based on the information provided; the quality of these projections varied considerably, however, among projects. The quality depends upon such factors as whether the project was fully assessed and/or fully operational at the time of the site visit. The quality of the tax information available from each of the projects examined in the study was rated by the field study staff. For the analysis presented here, only information from the 40 projects where the staff rated the information as "very" or "somewhat" reliable is included. Although these 40 projects constitute 56% of the 71 projects with available information, they will produce only 36% of the projected (discounted) taxes from the 71 projects. The explanation is that revenue information for smaller projects has a greater probability of being classified as "very" or "somewhat" reliable. This, in turn, reflects the fact that smaller projects were more likely to have been completed and/or assessed at the time of the site visit.
earlier estimates to determine whether UDAG projects will, indeed, produce the originally anticipated amount of tax revenues.

For several reasons, which are discussed below, the UDAG program will not stimulate as much tax revenue as has been anticipated. Before taking substitution into consideration, UDAG projects will generate 61 percent of the taxes that had been anticipated at the time that grant awards were made; after subtracting out those projects or project components that would have occurred without UDAG, it will generate one-half of the amount that had been originally anticipated.1/

Revenues can be divided into property and non-property taxes. Looking at these categories separately does not alter the conclusion that the program falls short of its originally anticipated tax impacts. After discounting for substitution, 54 percent of anticipated property taxes and 46 percent of anticipated non-property taxes are projected to be generated.

Another way to assess tax impacts is to compute the total amount of local taxes that will be generated for each dollar of UDAG funds expended. Compared to an originally anticipated amount of 14 cents per dollar, it is projected (after discounting for substitution) that UDAG projects will generate 7 cents for each UDAG dollar -- 50 percent of the amount estimated at the time of preliminary award.2/

---

1/ Although this finding is based on a subsample of 40 of the 80 projects examined for this study, virtually identical findings result if data for the full set of projects are used.

2/ See Footnote 1/ above.
Explanation for the Revenue Shortfall

There are three possible explanations of why projected tax revenues will be about one-half of what was originally anticipated.

First, the methods and procedures used to estimate future tax revenues tend to be highly variable from place to place, and the quality of these procedures is uneven. This means that, in some cases, city officials are inaccurately estimating the amount of tax revenues to be generated for their cities. These inaccuracies are often not identified in the project review process for several reasons. Unlike employment and investment goals, revenue goals are not incorporated into grant agreements between the city and HUD; therefore, less attention is given by HUD reviewers to revenue estimates than to other anticipated impacts. Also, UDAG officials, and even city officials who prepare grant applications, are unlikely to have complete knowledge of all the potential tax consequences of the projects proposed for funding. In addition, HUD does not require applicant cities to provide a thorough account of how estimates are derived. It follows from all the above reasons that complete verification is impossible in many instances. Whatever procedures and methods are used to compute
originally anticipated tax revenues, in the aggregate, the direction of bias is toward overestimation.

Second, changes may have occurred since the time when the original computations were made. For instance, prior to funding, some projects are substantially modified in scope, but it is not clear that revenue estimates are always modified in concert with such changes. As another example, significant increases or decreases in local property tax rates may have occurred since the original estimates were made.

Third, UDAG estimates may contain numbers reflecting fiscal benefits not actually accruing to the cities. Estimated property taxes may not all be for the exclusive use of funded cities; they may include tax revenues which are collected by the city, but transferred to other levels of government. In some cases, state sales or income taxes which will not be benefitting the city directly might be included in the original estimates, thus overstating the city's likely revenues.

---

### PROPERTY AND NON-PROPERTY TAXES GENERATED BY UDAG PROJECTS *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Originally Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Originally Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected (discounted) Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Projected (discounted) Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property Taxes **</td>
<td>$2.8</td>
<td>$1.8</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>$1.5</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Property Taxes**</td>
<td>$2.6</td>
<td>$1.4</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>$1.2</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All dollar figures in this table are presented in millions.

** See Footnote 2, page 2.
An effective property tax rate (ETR) for a city is the average property tax rate for all types of real property. An ETR is a nominal tax rate, adjusted for tax exemption and assessment at less than full market value. The 1976 ETRs, which are the most recent available, were used in this analysis.

### Projected Property Taxes Compared With Cities' Effective-Tax Rates

Another way to estimate property tax revenues is to apply the effective tax rate (ETR) of a city to the value of all private investment in its UDAG projects. This suggests the amount of property taxes that a development might be expected to pay if taxes were levied at the average rate prevailing in the city. While data are not available to compute these estimates for all projects, ETR calculations can be made for 36 projects for which U.S. Census of Government data are available. For each of these projects, effective property tax revenues are obtained by multiplying the total private investment by the city's ETR. These are then compared with the study team's projections of taxes to be generated by the same projects. The latter are only 50 percent of the estimates derived by the ETR method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Taxes Per UDAG Dollar*</th>
<th>Originally Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected Percent of Amount Anticipated</th>
<th>Projected (discounted) Percent of Amount Anticipated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$.14</td>
<td>$.08</td>
<td>$.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Footnote, page 2.
There are several potential explanations for the difference between the two estimates. First, not all types of private investment in UDAG developments may be counted as taxable property by city governments. However, most of the UDAG investment would be expected to be counted, since it goes largely for physical structure and nonmoveable fixtures and equipment, both of which are usually taxable by cities. Second, effective tax rates are inclusive of some taxes which may not have been included when making projections. However, the opposite may also be true: projections may include taxes which were not included by the Census Bureau in deriving effective rates.

Third, 1976 effective rates may imperfectly reflect 1981 rates (although they are probably fairly accurate for 1978 and 1979 (the years when the UDAG estimates were made for most of the sampled projects). Finally, a large number of projects funded by UDAG receive formal tax abatement (16 of the 36 projects were accorded at least partial property tax abatement).

Despite these caveats, it appears that property tax yields directly attributable to UDAG projects may be less than the yields from other taxable properties. The implication is that "informal" abatement may be occurring as well as formal tax abatement. The large difference between "expected" and projected revenues for UDAG projects is further confirmation of distressed cities' desires to retain or attract economic activity; formal or informal abatement is a major means by which cities can encourage private sector investment to improve their fiscal health or, at least, stem decline.
**PROJECTED PROPERTY TAXES GENERATED BY UDAG PROJECTS, COMPARED WITH EXPECTED PROPERTY TAXES***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selections Projects **</th>
<th>Expected, Using ETR Method ***</th>
<th>Projected Amount</th>
<th>Percent of Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$7.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.5</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All dollar figures in the table are presented in millions.

** The set of 36 projects includes all projects where information on the city's effective property tax rate (ETR) is available from the U.S. Census of Governments.

*** The "expected" property taxes to be generated by each project is computed by multiplying the private investment in the project by the city's effective property tax rate (ETR).
Housing Provided

Nineteen percent of the UDAG projects examined for this study contain housing elements of one sort or another. These projects vary considerably from new construction to housing rehabilitation to conversion of non-residential buildings for residential purposes. Ninety percent of the more than 5,000 housing units originally anticipated in these projects at the time of the grant agreements will be realized. Since, however, four of the projects would have been undertaken fully or in part without UDAG assistance, the number of units that can be attributed to UDAG is 74 percent of the number originally anticipated. The UDAG cost per housing unit will be 33 percent higher than expected.

Until recently, the Action Grant legislation included specific language about "reclamation of neighborhoods." 1/ To date, about one-third of UDAG-funded projects are classified as neighborhood because of the legislative requirement for a balance of project types. 2/ These

1/ The original UDAG legislation (P.L. 95-128, Section 110) included this language. The 1981 amendments (contained in "Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981") deleted this. See Conference Report (to accompany H.R. 3982) of July 29, 1981.

2/ Legislative amendments in 1981 abolished the requirement of a reasonable balance among project types.
projects are either industrial, commercial, or housing (or some combination of these) and are designated as "neighborhood" if the benefits of the project are aimed at a neighborhood or its residents. This section briefly examines those projects which are exclusively or partially housing in nature.1/ Most, but not all, of the housing projects examined in this study are designated as "neighborhood" projects. These housing projects make up 19 percent of the sampled projects.

Types of Housing Projects

There is considerable variety in the types of housing projects funded by UDAG. Of the 15 housing projects included in this study, four involve new construction (one of which is for Section 8 rental units), five provide for the rehabilitation of existing homes and multifamily buildings, five are conversions of non-residential buildings (a schoolhouse, an office building, a department store and two hotels) to residential use, and one offers assistance to home purchasers in the form of lowered interest rates.

The number of housing units provided or assisted also varies from project to project. The smallest provides four new sales units, while the largest involves the rehabilitation of 1,500 houses (3,000 units).

UDAG funds in these projects are most commonly used for site improvements or infrastructure, but are also used for a wide variety of other purposes. These include land acquisition, land writedown, household relo-

1/ Since the number of housing projects in the sample is small, generalizations about the universe of all UDAG housing projects, in general, will not be highly statistically reliable.
cation, second mortgage loans, rental subsidies, rehabilitation subsidies, and a mortgage interest pool for subsidizing home purchase interest rates.

Housing Generated

The 15 housing projects were originally anticipated to produce and/or assist 5,316 units. Based on data gathered from developers, city officials and others at the time of this study, it is projected that 90 percent of these units will actually be generated. A reduction in units in one large project accounts for most of this change. 1/

In four of the housing projects (those with full or partial substitution), UDAG funds were not necessary to stimulate the development, purchase or rehabilitation of 840 units. Seventy percent of these units are attributable to one project. If these units are subtracted from the projected figures, UDAG is responsible for 3,922 units, which is 74 percent of the units originally anticipated.

Costs per housing unit vary widely from project to project and, because of the very different kinds of housing activities, an average unit cost figure for these projects is not very useful. However, comparisons of anticipated and projected costs are meaningful -- and costs have risen. Before discounting, the projected UDAG cost per unit is only nine percent higher than anticipated. Subtracting those projected units which did not need the UDAG subsidy, the UDAG cost per unit is 33 percent higher than originally expected.

---

1/ The number of units was revised downward in this project to less than one-half of the original target because of higher-than-estimated rehabilitation costs and insufficient demand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projected</th>
<th>Projected (discounted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Originally Anticipated</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Housing Units</td>
<td>5,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDAG Dollars Per Unit**</td>
<td>$2,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Public Dollars Per Unit</td>
<td>$2,551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Project Cost Per Unit</td>
<td>$15,919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data were collected on 15 housing projects. Since this number is small, generalizations from these data about all UDAG housing projects cannot be considered highly reliable.

** For projects with both housing and non-housing components, the costs presented here include only the costs associated with the housing components.

*** Not applicable.
Population Served

Most of the housing projects are located in deteriorating or transitional neighborhoods. Only about half of the projects, however, are targeted to low-income or moderate-income households. In eight of the 15 housing projects, there is no specified income targeting and units are generally priced for middle-income or upper-middle-income households.
Spin-off Investment Activities

UDAG projects may indirectly stimulate other private investment activity in distressed cities. Actual or expected spin-off investment was found in 48 percent of the projects studied. An additional seven percent of the projects created the infrastructure or positive investment climate for potential future investment. Small city projects are more likely to generate spin-off investment activity than those located in metropolitan cities; and commercial and neighborhood projects are more likely than industrial projects to involve spin-offs.

In addition to the private investment directly associated with UDAG projects, these projects may indirectly stimulate other private investment activity (new construction or expansion) in distressed cities. A UDAG project was determined to involve such spin-off investment when: (a) the investment activity was not located on the UDAG site; (b) such activity followed the announcement of the UDAG-funded project; and (c) evidence obtained led to the conclusion that this investment was very much influenced by the UDAG award. Spin-off activities were classified as actual,
expected or potential. Actual spin-offs involved construction or expansion already underway at the time of the site visits; expected spin-offs were those where specific plans existed for the additional investment. Spin-offs were classified as potential when the UDAG project involved the installation of infrastructure that could be used by another investor, or the creation of a strong positive investment climate which could induce more investment sometime in the near future.

Actual or expected spin-off investment activity was found in 48 percent of the projects examined for this study. An additional 7 percent created the potential for further investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDAG PROJECTS WITH SPIN-OFF INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Spin-offs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All UDAG projects (n=80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan city projects (n=56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small city projects (n=24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial projects (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial projects (n=28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood projects (n=30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 39 percent of the projects, actual spin-offs were found.

* Example: In a medium-sized Northern city, a UDAG was used by the city to build a pedestrian connector system between a previously vacant building and a department store. This once-vacant building had been acquired by the city and leased to a private developer who, in turn, converted the building into commercial-residential use. In an effort to take advantage of the increased pedestrian traffic resulting from the connector system, department stores on both sides of the converted building, collectively, spent approximately $800,000 in renovations.

Nine percent of the projects had expected spin-offs.

* Example: In a small Midwestern city, a UDAG was used by the city to provide water and sewer extensions to a retail and service center that had been developed by a farmers' cooperative. Immediately adjacent to the site of this retail and service center, plans are presently underway by a related farmers' cooperative to go ahead with the construction of a food distribution warehouse expected to involve about $750,000 in private investments.

Seven percent of the projects created the potential for additional investment.

* Example: In a Southern city, a UDAG was used by the city to construct a water line serving a newly constructed plant that manufactures wooden parts used in furniture. Although no other investment activity in the immediate area of the plant could be attributed to the UDAG-funded water line at the time that this city was visited, this infrastructure is expected to attract and service future industries that may construct their plants somewhere along this water line.

Small city projects are more likely to generate spin-off investment activity than those located in metropolitan cities. Sixty-two percent of the small city projects involved actual or expected spin-offs, compared to 41 percent of the metropolitan city projects. An additional 17 percent of the small city projects created the potential for further investment, compared to four percent of the metropolitan projects.

Among all of the UDAG projects examined for this study, commercial
and neighborhood projects were more likely than industrial projects to have actual or planned spin-off investment activity. The commercial and neighborhood categories have 57 and 59 percent, respectively, of their projects involving these spin-offs, compared to 22 percent of the industrial projects. However, industrial projects are much more likely to create the potential for future investment (23% of the projects), than either commercial (0%) or neighborhood (3%) projects.
Off-Site Effects on Existing Businesses

UDAG-funded projects have had a secondary impact on off-site existing businesses in 45 percent of the projects examined for this study. In the majority of these cases, the impacts were positive. They most often involved commercial projects where the commercial/retail sector adjacent to them benefited through an increase in sales volume. In a few cases, business activity was negatively affected by UDAG projects; all of these cases involved businesses directly competing with those being supported through the UDAG.

UDAG projects may have an impact on the business activity (e.g., sales employment) of existing local firms located off the site. Off-site firms may be affected because of their proximity to the UDAG development or because they compete directly with the UDAG-funded project. Data on the nature and extent of such impacts were obtained from developers, lenders, city officials, and other interested parties. It is not possible at this time, however, to determine the longer-term impacts of UDAG projects on the business activity of a city as a whole. For example, it is not known whether, and to what extent, UDAG projects will result in a shift of business activity from one part of a city to another.
Off-site business activity has been affected in 45 percent of the projects examined for this study. Although both positive and negative impacts have occurred, positive impacts (i.e., increases in business activity) are found in 35 percent of the projects studied, while purely negative impacts are found in only five percent of the projects. An additional five percent of projects provide mixed results (i.e., both positive and negative impacts).

In small cities, UDAG projects are associated with off-site business activity in a little over half of the projects compared to 40 percent of those in metropolitan cities. This difference between city types may, however, only reflect the relative difficulty of identifying and attributing these impacts in a larger city. In both metropolitan and small cities, about three-fourths of the impacts are positive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDAG PROJECTS WITH IMPACTS ON EXISTING BUSINESSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All UDAG projects (n=80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan city projects (n=56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small city projects (n=24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By far the largest proportion of off-site impacts is associated with commercial projects. Three-fourths of the commercial projects caused off-site changes in business activity compared to 38 percent of the neighborhood and 17 percent of the industrial projects.

A typical project with positive impacts is a commercial development where the commercial/retail sector adjacent to it benefited through an increase in sales volume.

* Example: A three-story UDAG shopping mall was built in the declining retail district of a large Northeastern city. The stores immediately adjacent to the mall reported increased sales after the mall's opening, and the nearby stores expect to benefit from the increase in pedestrian traffic in the area.

* Example: Several UDAG projects involve the construction of multi-story office buildings, many of which include parking facilities. Such a project in a city in the South is expected to boost the sales of the surrounding commercial/retail sector, not only because of the net influx of office workers, but also because the additional parking facilities make the area a more attractive and accessible shopping district for the city's residents.

Projects with negative impacts are those involving businesses in competition with UDAG-supported firms.

* Example: A multi-story office building was constructed in a commercial business district where vacancy rates for other, off-site office buildings were high. The landlords of the off-site buildings will be hurt if their tenants choose to rent space in the UDAG-developed building.

* Example: A neighborhood UDAG project to construct a small shopping center is likely to cause a decrease in sales for another older retail center close by.
UDAG-funded developments may cause displacement of existing, on-site businesses since these projects often involve the demolition or renovation of business structures. A displaced business is one that must relocate to continue in operation. Data on displacement were obtained from city relocation specialists who are responsible for monitoring and administering relocation compensation in all UDAG projects. Twenty-five percent of the projects involved business displacement.

Collectively, these projects displaced 81 separate businesses. Most of them displaced three or fewer businesses with the largest amount occurring in one commercial development which affected 14 firms. All of those
displaced are small businesses, ranging from one-person enterprises to firms employing up to 30 workers. Examples of types of business enterprises affected are rooming houses, pawn shops, restaurants, a furniture store, beauty salons, a costume maker, a plumber, and a tool and die manufacturer.

Metropolitan city projects account for a larger proportion of displacement than small city projects: thirty percent of the former resulted in relocation, compared to 13 percent of the latter. Among project types commercial projects are more likely to cause displacement than others: 36 percent of commercial projects involved displacement compared to 26 percent of industrial and 14 percent of neighborhood projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDAG PROJECTS WITH BUSINESS RELOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Projects with Business Displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All UDAG projects (n=80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan city projects (n=56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small city projects (n=24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All but one of the displaced businesses have received, or will receive, monetary compensation. Compensation was received for leasehold interests and moving expenses, and assistance was often provided in finding new locations. Most often, the compensation was funded through
HUD's Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program; in some projects, however, a portion of the UDAG funds was earmarked for this purpose. In the one project that did not provide compensation, the business displaced was a State-owned and operated liquor store.

Some of the displaced businesses were, or will be, adversely affected by their displacement. A firm was considered to be adversely affected if it: (a) subsequently went out of business; (b) relocated, but found the new site less desirable, or experienced a reduction in sales after relocation; or (c) was involved in litigation with the city because the amount of relocation compensation was in dispute. About one-fourth of the 81 displaced firms had been adversely affected at the time of this study. Two-thirds of these firms, including the State liquor store, had already gone out of business.

It is too early to determine the longer-term effect on all the displaced firms. Many of the affected businesses have not yet relocated and, for others, not enough time has passed to judge the impact of the relocation on sales. As of this time, however, far fewer displaced businesses have been adversely affected by UDAG than will relocate and successfully continue operations on other sites.
Household Relocation

Household relocation is a policy issue in the UDAG program because an earlier HUD program, Urban Renewal, caused extensive amounts of relocation. This often created significant local opposition to Urban Renewal and, in some cases, the opposition blocked or postponed successful completion of projects.1/

The extent of relocation that will be caused by proposed UDAG projects is a selection factor used during the UDAG application review process. Projects that will cause minimal amounts of involuntary displacement are more competitive or attractive than those that will cause extensive relocation. This section examines the extent to which funded projects involve relocation of households and the extent to which assistance is provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOUSEHOLD RELOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of projects causing household relocation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of households relocated, as originally anticipated:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of households relocated, as projected:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of households relocated, as % of number anticipated:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual household income of relocated households:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average financial assistance provided to relocated households:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of UDAG projects do not cause any relocation of households. Of the 19 percent that do, relocation was, in all cases, anticipated at the time of the UDAG application. Similarly, the total number of households actually needing to relocate is only four percent greater than

1/ The current HUD policy is to extend coverage of the Uniform Act to all aspects of a UDAG project, including activities which do not receive direct federal assistance. See U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, UDAG Program Regulation: Supplementary Information, Section 570.457.
originally anticipated in the project applications. Most of these households (85%) remain in the same city.

The vast majority of households that have been relocated have low or moderate incomes with the average being $6,600. Although they receive financial and personal assistance in moving, these households pay an average of about one-third more for housing after relocating. 1/

In most of the projects with relocation, financial assistance was provided under the Uniform Act. 2/ Renter households received varying amounts up to $4,000 in rental assistance, including security deposits, and up to $500 in moving expenses. Homeowners were paid up to $15,000 plus moving expenses. While project relocation costs tend to vary widely, they average $6,000 per household and account for an average of 2.4 percent of total project costs.

Other forms of assistance, including referrals, transportation, and telephone calls were provided for most projects. In several UDAG projects, some households were relocated into housing units which were eligible for HUD's Section 8 rental assistance payments or into public housing.

Household relocation is associated with all types of UDAG projects,

1/ The difference in rent-to-income ratios before and after relocation would provide a measure of increased burden, but such data are not available.

2/ Title I of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (84 Stat. 1894) established uniform policies for the fair and equitable treatment of persons, including businesses and associations, displaced as a result of Federal and federally-assisted programs. The responsible Federal agency pays for moving expenses, search expenses of businesses, losses of tangible personal property as a result of moving (or discontinuing a business), including payments for up to four years or stated maximums to assist in meeting higher rents or ownership costs.
but those which contain housing components account for over one-half of all relocation.1/ Household relocation is also more likely to occur in metropolitan than in small city developments and it often occurs simultaneously with displacement of businesses.

One factor that may contribute to relatively little relocation in the UDAG program is the frequency with which UDAG projects are located on sites that were originally cleared under the Urban Renewal program. Twenty-four percent of the UDAG projects reviewed for this study are either fully or partially located on urban renewal sites. Thus, some household relocation may have occurred earlier under Urban Renewal than later under UDAG. As these available sites decline in number in the future, the extent of household relocation among prospective UDAG applications may increase.

1/ A single project, which is a neighborhood housing project, is responsible for 37 percent of the households relocated in the sampled projects.
Comparison of Impacts by Project Type

Industrial projects require smaller subsidies than other UDAG projects in order to stimulate private investment, but, in the short run, it does not appear that they are as likely to stimulate other positive effects on businesses within the city as are commercial projects. The cost, in terms of UDAG funds, of creating new permanent jobs is somewhat similar for industrial and commercial projects. Housing developments do not appear to have many short-run economic development benefits. These projects may, however, have secondary impacts that could provide long-run benefits to distressed cities.

The preceding sections on impacts have examined the extent to which benefits anticipated at the time of the grant agreements have been or will be realized. This section compares industrial and commercial projects on several measures of economic development benefits, and separately discusses projects that produce or subsidize housing.

Until recently, the UDAG program has designated projects as "industrial", "commercial", or "neighborhood." Projects are designated here by

1/ This requirement has been deleted by the 1981 amendments to the Housing and Community Development Act.
their primary characteristic except in the case of neighborhood projects. These can be either industrial, commercial or housing developments, and are designated as "neighborhood" if they involve housing or are located in a predominantly residential area or if they primarily benefit a neighborhood or its residents.

For purposes of this analysis, neighborhood projects are reclassified as either industrial, commercial or housing. The small number of housing projects, however, precludes comparison between these and commercial or industrial projects.

The following are used as indicators of economic benefits:

1. Projected (Discounted) UDAG Leverage Ratio. This ratio provides a measure of the total amount of private investment stimulated by UDAG at the project site.

2. Total Public Funds as a Percentage of Total Development Cost. This percentage gives an indication of the depth of public subsidy involved in a project.

3. Projected (Discounted) UDAG Cost Per New Permanent Job.

4. Recaptured Funds as a Percentage of UDAG Funds. To provide a measure of the value of the future income to distressed cities generated by the payback of loans, payment of leases, and "kickers," the present value of those payments is estimated. This figure is then divided by the UDAG funds expended.

5. Percentage of Projects with Relocated Households. This indicates the frequency of relocation associated with development projects.

1/ The reclassification of projects in the sample resulted in 33 commercial projects, 31 industrial projects, 10 housing projects and 5 projects that were a mixture of housing and commercial or industrial. Projects in this last category were excluded from this analysis.
o Percentage of Projects with Positive Effects on Other Businesses in the City. This measures the short run effects of various project types on businesses within the city. Positive effects include increased sales volume for other businesses, as well as the stimulation of new business investment. This is only a measure of the frequency of indirect economic effects, since it is too early in the life of most projects to measure the magnitude of the effects in terms of increased sales, private investment, jobs and taxes.

o Percentage of Projects with Tax Abatements. This measure provides a relative indicator of how frequently cities forego future income in order to encourage development projects.

Industrial Projects. Industrial projects have a much higher average leverage ratio than do commercial projects (6.30 as compared to 3.90). In terms of the total amount of subsidy required to stimulate private investment, industrial projects require substantially less. On the other hand, industrial projects are less likely, in the short run, to have positive effects on other city businesses. The percentage of commercial projects that cause positive effects on city businesses is twice that of industrial projects (79% vs. 39%). Using other measures of economic development impact, industrial projects compare less favorably with commercial projects. Industrial projects are three times more likely to cause household relocation than are commercial projects, and industrial projects generate a smaller amount of recaptured dollars as a percentage of UDAG funds invested.

Commercial Projects. The deeper subsidy found in commercial projects may be a function of the higher development costs associated with them. Such costs tend to be higher due to higher costs for well-located sites, requirements for the provision of parking, and higher quality buildings. Because the deeper subsidy often comes in the form of a loan, commercial projects generate a higher amount of recaptured funds.
They are also more likely, however, to have tax abatements which may partially offset the greater value of recaptured funds. 1/ The cost of creating new permanent jobs is somewhat similar for industrial and commercial projects ($9,619 and $10,827, respectively).

Although commercial projects require a deeper subsidy than industrial projects, they are more likely to have short-run positive effects on other businesses. Unlike industrial projects, the market effects of commercial developments appear to be more likely to remain within the city, at least in the short run. Although commercial projects appear to have positive effects on other businesses more frequently, it is too early in the life of most of them to determine the actual magnitude of these effects in terms of new jobs, private investment, and taxes. A tentative finding, therefore, is that some tradeoff exists between the deeper subsidy required for commercial development and other short-run positive impacts that these projects generate.

Housing Projects. The inclusion of housing projects in the UDAG program has been criticized by some because housing directly provides fewer economic development benefits than commercial or industrial projects. Although the recent Congressional amendments to the UDAG legislation remove the emphasis on funding neighborhood projects, housing projects may be funded if, "such projects can be fully justified as contributing

1/ Data are not yet available to enable a comparison of (a) the magnitude of the recaptured funds in commercial projects with (b) the magnitude of the tax abatements in these projects.
## Comparison of Economic Development Impacts of Industrial and Commercial Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Industrial (n=31)</th>
<th>Commercial (n=33)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projected (Discounted) UDAG</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Public Funds as a Percent of Total Development Cost</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected (Discounted) UDAG Cost Per New Permanent Full Time Job</td>
<td>$9,619</td>
<td>$10,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recaptured Funds as a Percentage of UDAG funds.</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects With Relocated Households</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects With Tax Abatements</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects With Positive Effects on Other Businesses within the City</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the revitalization of the community or the retention or creation of
jobs. 1/

Although housing projects provide fewer direct economic develop-
ment benefits than commercial or industrial projects, they may have sub-
stantial secondary impacts. For instance, a number of cities have used
housing development as a part of an integrated strategy for overall city
economic development. Some have proposed housing developments to increase
the number of middle-income residents, which, in turn, may increase the
aggregate demand for goods and services. This greater demand may, in
turn, increase sales volume for businesses within the city since people
are more likely to shop closer to home than to places of employment. 2/
Most housing projects also generate additional property tax revenues.
Housing projects that do not serve to increase the supply of housing within
the community are unlikely to have anything other than short-run economic
development benefits. However, they may provide a one-time stimulus to
the local economy in the form of increased construction employment.

1/ U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs,

2/ Karl E. Case, "The Role of Housing in Urban Development Strategies."
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IV. Explanations -- Why Some Projects Are Not Meeting Their Goals
Explanations -- Why Some Projects Are Not Meeting Their Goals

Some of the projects examined for this study will fail to produce expected benefits either because the Action Grant was not needed for all or part of the investment to have occurred or because prediction errors made at the time of the grant agreement caused benefits to be overestimated. Other projects are experiencing serious unforeseen difficulties that may constitute a real loss of benefits. At this time, about one in ten UDAG projects has a serious problem that either has or could substantially reduce its benefits. The sources of problems include changes in the national economy, the risk inherent in some types of development and, in one case, a violation of HUD's Grant Agreement. To date, the resulting actual or potential loss of benefits does not appear large in relation to the overall magnitude of the UDAG program.

A separate analysis of construction delays shows that 15 percent of the 80 projects will finish construction at least a year behind the original schedule. Of these, one has a serious problem and four have less serious or potential problems; in the others, the construction delays are not associated with any as-yet-identified problems that could lead to a substantial shortfall of benefits.

A UDAG project may not generate the expected level of benefits for one or more of the following reasons:
Substitution. Based on the analysis described in Section 2 and subsequently used in the reestimation of projected impacts, the benefits produced by some or all project components cannot be attributed to UDAG since these investments would have occurred anyway;

Miscalculation. As noted in the preceding discussion of impacts, prediction errors made at the time of grant agreement account for much of the downward revision in estimates of projected benefits -- especially for new permanent jobs and fiscal impacts; and

Unforeseen Problems. Another explanation for the shortfall in projected impacts is where projects are encountering difficulties not anticipated at the time grant agreements were made. These difficulties are, in most cases, financial -- often resulting from changes in the national economy.

This section first looks at the numbers of projects not producing all of their expected benefits, and then isolates the smaller number of projects where the loss of benefits indicates that unforeseen difficulties have arisen in carrying out the projects as planned.

The following questions are addressed:

- How many projects are falling well short of the benefits predicted when their grant agreements were signed?

- What proportion of projects have problems that either substantially reduce or threaten to substantially reduce their benefits? How many of these could be considered "serious" problems?

- What are the kinds of problems encountered and their most frequent causes?

Numbers of Projects Producing Fewer than Expected Benefits

After discounting for substitution, a minority of projects will miss at least one of their planned impacts by 20 percent or more. The number of new permanent jobs will be substantially (20 percent or more) less than planned in 39 percent of the projects where new permanent jobs
were originally expected. The originally predicted private investment will be substantially less in 13 percent of the projects. The expected fiscal gains will be substantially short in 38 percent of the projects. Of the 15 housing projects in the sample, 7 percent will produce substantially fewer units than anticipated when the grant agreements were signed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New Permanent Jobs (n=70)**</th>
<th>Leveraged Private Investment (n=80)</th>
<th>Fiscal Gain (n=80)</th>
<th>Housing Gain (n=15)***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projected</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected (discounted)*</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* If full substitution were found (see Section 2), no benefits of the project are counted. If partial substitution were found, the benefits associated with the components of the project which did not depend on the UDAG are subtracted from total benefits projected.

** Ten of the 80 projects were expected to produce no new permanent jobs.

*** Fifteen of the 80 projects have a housing component.

Projects With Problems. Predicted benefit shortfalls do not necessarily indicate projects where financial or other problems have reduced or threatened to reduce benefits. As noted elsewhere, errors made at the
PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN UDAG PROJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serious Problems</th>
<th>No. projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Terminated due to lack of private commitments</td>
<td>1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Actual bankruptcy or closure</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In serious financial difficulty</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Project changed so as to greatly reduce benefits</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Less Serious or Potential Problems</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Cancellation of one or more-project components</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Temporary financial difficulty or shrinkage</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Poor physical design</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Major delay in completion</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At present, about 8.5 percent (102 of 1,201) of all UDAG awards have been cancelled or terminated

...time of grant agreement in calculating expected benefits are the largest single cause of downward revisions in the projected benefits either before or after discounting for substitution.

It is important, however, to know the numbers of projects in which there is a real or threatened loss of benefits due not simply to calculation errors but, rather, to problems in executing the project as planned. If the number of such projects is large, this could indicate substantial waste of Federal investment and raise questions about the type of projects selected for UDAG support. Therefore, an effort has been made to document and classify all actual or potential problems, leading to a possible failure to deliver intended benefits, encountered among the 80 sampled projects. The...
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kinds of actual or potential problems are grouped according to their relative severity, and the numbers of projects in each category are indicated below.

About one in ten of the projects examined for this study has a serious problem that either has or threatens to substantially reduce its potential benefits. A somewhat larger number have less serious or potential problems that will probably reduce their benefits somewhat or could become serious problems. However, while some projects are now experiencing financial problems, they may ultimately be profitable and of benefit to the cities where they are located.

Some examples of more serious problems are as follows:

* Terminated Due To Lack Of Private Commitments: A UDAG was awarded in 1979 to finance a long-term loan for development of a large truck service plaza and motel. Subsequently, none of the private investments materialized; a $6 million state industrial development bond issue could not be marketed and an apparent $7 million in equity and mortgage loan commitments from brokers fell through. The project was terminated in June, 1981, with no loss of public funds. A combination of risk factors such as relatively unknown developers, a problematic site, and a slumping bond market doomed a project that, if successful, would have produced 400 to 600 low and moderate income jobs in a highly distressed city.

* Bankruptcy: A joint venture, involving an industrial firm, failed to produce a product acceptable to its principal customer, the Department of Defense; as a result, the company lost the large DOD contract it had secured prior to receiving a UDAG and was forced into bankruptcy. The firm's collapse may have been due to lack of experienced management combined with DOD's rejection of its product for failing to meet quality control standards. In June 1981, a reorganized corporation was seeking a similar but smaller DOD contract and was prepared to reestablish production using the previously purchased equipment and materials.

* In Serious Financial Difficulty: In 1979, a newly organized manufacturing company received a UDAG loan to start production...
in one of the most distressed urban areas. This project promised to produce as many as 300 low-income and minority jobs. Despite sufficient and growing demand for its product, its problems are so severe and it is so under-capitalized that future profitability is far from assured. Problems include difficulty in getting assembly line equipment to work properly, excessive employee turnover, an unexplained fire, muggings, cancellation of a major purchase commitment, and a shortage of working capital. As of June 1981, the company's production volume and employment were far lower than projected. The owners are seeking either to sell the company or raise additional working capital.

* Project Change Reduces Benefits: A 1980 small city UDAG was given for construction of eight moderate-income rental apartments. Instead, the developer built four larger condominium units for the same total investment. These are for sale at an average price of $50,000.

Less serious or potential problems that could reduce the benefits of some UDAG projects are illustrated by the following examples:

* Cancelled Expansion: Under the terms of a 1979 small city UDAG Grant Agreement, a bank committed itself to build new offices and to create 40 new permanent jobs. This construction represented about 45 percent of the total projected private investment in the project. Later, due to unfavorable economic conditions, the bank altered its plans. Rather than construct a new building, it has remodeled an existing building to provide additional space for its staff and will use the remainder of the construction site for customer parking. It has asked the city and HUD to relieve it of any further financial commitment.

* Financial Difficulties: A downtown commercial and housing development that received one of the first Action Grants in 1978 is not complete and the constructed portion is in some financial difficulty. A skywalk component of the project may never be built due to the lack of private financing. The principal developer has succeeded in renting 100 percent of the project's residential units but only 50 percent of its retail space; as a result, he is behind in his mortgage payments and the lenders are contemplating foreclosure.

* Design Problem: A basic design flaw has substantially reduced the attractiveness of retail space in a publicly-owned parking garage funded in part by a 1979 UDAG. There is no plumbing in the building. Recently, the city has identified from local sources the money needed to install plumbing fixtures.
* Major Delay: This neighborhood project, originally submitted in the spring of 1979, is not yet underway. Because the UDAG staff believed a project of the scope originally proposed was beyond the city's capacity and also disapproved of the proposed use of the UDAG funds, they asked for two major changes in the city's application and ultimately funded only a much smaller "first phase" of the development. Further delays have resulted from difficulty in securing legally binding commitments and from a major reorganization of the city's community development function. It is still uncertain when the project will proceed.

Reasons For Failure To Produce Full Benefits

Aside from projects where benefits were overestimated initially due to unrealistic calculations, the actual or potential failure of a UDAG project to generate expected benefits can be traced, in most cases, to one of three broad factors: (1) changes in the national economy; (2) an unusual degree of risk inherent in a particular project; or (3) violations of the spirit or letter of the Grant Agreement.

Economic Conditions. Changes in the national economy are a major, but not predictable, source of problems in some UDAG projects. High interest rates have caused cancellation or postponement of some UDAG project components just as they have affected other, unsubsidized real estate development plans. Recessions in the auto industry or other business sectors have reduced, at least temporarily, the job creation potential of some UDAG investments. In many cases, the loss of project benefits due to national economic conditions may be temporary.

Risky Projects. Although there is some risk of financial failure associated with any investment, this risk may be above average for real estate development in distressed cities. Those responsible for awarding UDAGs, like other investors, must assess the probability of failure and determine whether it is acceptable. In reaching this decision, they must
also weigh whether very high potential benefits are associated with some of the riskiest proposed projects.

Based on analysis of the projects examined for this study, several sources of financial failure are potentially identifiable in advance and, therefore, can be considered explicitly when UDAG award decisions are made. Among the identifiable sources are: inexperienced management; new products or new production technologies; and problems associated with a project site. However, these may or may not be the major factors in determining whether projects succeed or fail.

**Grant Agreement Violations.** In at least one case, either the spirit or the letter of the UDAG Grant Agreement apparently has been violated, leading to a reduction in benefits. In such instances, a tightening of Agreement language and/or earlier, closer monitoring of projects might avoid a loss of benefits.

The failure of a number of UDAG projects to produce the intended benefits is reason for concern. Just how serious that concern should be depends partly on how the loss of benefits compares in magnitude to the overall benefits achieved by the program and on what steps can be taken to remedy or avoid such problems. To date, the numbers of projects with serious problems do not appear large given the risks sometimes associated with development in distressed cities. Nor does the loss of benefits appear large in relation to the overall magnitude of the program's benefits for these cities.

**Projects Behind Schedule**

Because the projects examined in this study are at various stages of
realization, a final accounting of the numbers that will fail to produce their expected benefits is not possible. A further indication of emerging problems in some projects is provided by looking at construction progress. At present, 15 percent of the projects have fallen one year or more behind their original construction schedules although some of these are fully built. Another 16 percent are between 3 and 12 months behind original construction schedules. Five projects, however, were completed at least one year ahead of schedule. Delayed construction does not necessarily mean that a project has failed or will fail to produce all of the planned benefits; but, at the very least, it suggests a reason for cost overruns and a delay in generating the expected gains in jobs, housing, and other benefits.

The major reasons for construction delays of three months or more include administrative problems, changes in financing, changes in design or scope, and various uncontrollable factors such as weather or health. Administrative problems include: problems in assembling sites; arranging for relocation; and negotiations among the parties over project terms. The other types of problems encountered are so varied that it is difficult to generalize about the sources of delay.

Of the projects which are one year or more behind schedule, one was also found to have a serious problem as described earlier in this section and four were determined to have less serious or potential problems. In the remaining seven projects, construction delays are not associated with any as-yet-identified problems that could lead to a substantial shortfall of benefits.
V. Distribution --
Who Gets UDAG Awards?
Distribution -- Who Gets UDAG Awards?

In general, the most distressed UDAG-eligible cities are more likely than others to receive UDAG awards and dollars. However, this is not as true for small as for metropolitan cities. The greater targeting of awards to the most distressed metropolitan cities appears to result from a larger share of applications being submitted by this group of cities rather than from a higher success rate for their applications. In the case of small cities, however, the most distressed group has a better success rate than less distressed cities of getting its applications funded.

Those states and regions which have received a large share of UDAG funds also contain large proportions of the total eligible population living in distressed metropolitan cities.

The UDAG program bases city eligibility on whether a city meets criteria of economic distress. Yet the program relies on the capacity and initiative of the eligible cities and private investors to put together competitive projects and apply for the grant. An important issue,
therefore, concerns the distribution of UDAG funds which results from this combination of Federal targeting and local initiative. The primary selection criterion for awards, as set forth in the program regulations, is the "comparative degree of physical and economic distress among applicants;" therefore, one way of addressing this issue is to see whether the most economically distressed of the eligible cities benefit most from the UDAG mechanism for economic development.

To address this issue, this section examines the distribution of program benefits to cities, calculated in terms of number of UDAG awards, total UDAG award dollars, and UDAG dollars per capita.1/ The distribution of awards is evaluated separately for metropolitan and for small cities, since UDAG separates cities into these two groups when making funding decisions. Eligible metropolitan cities compete only with other eligible metropolitan cities and eligible small cities compete only with other eligible small cities.2/

Before cities can be ranked in terms of their comparative degree of physical and economic distress, their basic eligibility must be established. A city's eligibility for UDAG assistance is measured by an index

1/ The data used for the analysis in this section are maintained by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and Development, Office of Management, Data Systems and Statistics Division. Data on UDAG awards and award dollars do not include any information from cities classified as non-distressed but with "pockets of poverty." Also excluded are those grants which have been terminated by UDAG.

2/ Metropolitan cities include cities of 50,000 population or larger, cities under 50,000 population which are central cities of an SMSA, and urban counties of 200,000 population or larger. Small cities are cities under 50,000 population which are not central cities of an SMSA. Twenty-five percent of the total annual UDAG allotment is set aside for small cities.
composed of six indicators: the percentage of the city's housing stock built before 1940; the percentage increase in per capita income from 1969 to 1977; the 1970 percent of population at or below the poverty level; the rate of population growth between 1960 and 1978; the rate of growth of retail and manufacturing employment between 1972 and 1977; and the most recent average annual unemployment rate. 1/ The eligibility threshold on each indicator is the median value for all metropolitan and small cities. Cities receive a qualifying point for each indicator on which they exceed the distress threshold. 2/

If determined to be eligible for UDAG assistance, cities are given "impaction" scores which are the weighted sum of the standardized scores of percent poverty, percent pre-1940 housing, and percent population lag. Weights are .3, .5, and .2, respectively, as set by the Congress. Based on these scores, cities are ranked according to relative impaction. The city with the impaction rank of "1" is the most distressed metropolitan city. For small cities, the impaction ranks are converted to percentiles 1/ The last of these indicators is used for metropolitan cities only. 2/ To be eligible for UDAG, metropolitan cities must meet three of the six thresholds if their percentage of persons in poverty is at least one-half of the threshold or must meet four of the five standards other than poverty if the percent in poverty is less than one-half the threshold. If the percentage of poverty is greater than one and one-half the median for all metropolitan cities and the absolute per capita income is below the median, the community must meet only one other distress factor. For small cities, eligibility is determined in a similar but slightly different manner.
and cities in the first percentile are the most distressed cities, while cities in the 100th percentile are the least distressed.1/

For purposes of this analysis, the ranked lists of metropolitan and small eligible cities are divided into five groups or "quintiles" of distress. For instance, East St. Louis, the most distressed of the metropolitan cities, is at the top of the first quintile (Q1) of metropolitan cities. Huntsville, Alabama, the least distressed of the UDAG-eligible metropolitan cities, is at the bottom of the fifth quintile (Q5). The variation in distress between East St. Louis and Huntsville is very great, although both are classified as distressed metropolitan cities and, therefore, are eligible to receive Action Grants.

City Distress and Receipt of Awards

A larger share of UDAG awards goes to the most distressed group of eligible metropolitan cities than to the least distressed group.2/

From the beginning of the UDAG program through June 1981, 37 percent of all UDAG awards went to the most distressed quintile of eligible metropoli-

1/ In addition to the "impaction" rankings of eligible cities, UDAG also uses another index -- referred to as the "distress" index -- to rank cities in terms of economic need. This latter index relies on different indicators than those used in the impaction index. They are: percent increase in per capita income, rate of population growth between 1960 and 1978, and the rate of retail and manufacturing employment between 1972 and 1977. Cities rank somewhat differently depending on which of these two indexes is used. For the purpose of this analysis, the impaction index is used as the sole measure of economic distress.

2/ If award dollars, rather than number of awards, are analyzed, the distribution is similar; the more distressed groups of cities receive more dollars than the less distressed.
politan cities, while only eight percent went to the least distressed quintile.

Although the most distressed metropolitan cities receive more benefits, on average, than those that are less distressed, a small group of the most distressed metropolitan cities has not received any awards.¹/ Twelve cities, or 17 percent of all of the cities that are in the most distressed quintile, have never received an award as of June 30, 1981 ²/

These cities tend to be relatively smaller metropolitan places; with the exception of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, none has a population much above 50,000.³/ Although none of these cities has received awards, seven have made applications and another five have applications in progress. Discussions with local officials in these cities revealed that the most frequent reason for their lack of success was an inability to obtain firm commitments of private investment from developers.⁴/

Although there are a few very distressed metropolitan cities with no

¹/ Two-thirds of all the eligible metropolitan cities have received awards as of June 1981.

²/ If distress is viewed in terms of eligibility points, 15 percent of all metropolitan cities earning six eligibility points, the highest number possible, have never received UDAG awards.

³/ The cities are: Augusta, GA; Harrisburg, PA; Atlantic City, NJ; Asbury Park, NJ; Anniston, AL; Harlingen, TX; Edinburg, TX; Mayaguez, PR; Easton, PA; Passaic, NJ; Pine Bluff, AK; and Steubenville, OH.

⁴/ One city which had applied but had failed to receive any UDAG award, indicated that its primary economic development activities have involved seeking economic development projects that involve no Federal contribution.
awards, the pattern overall indicates a stronger tie to economic distress for metropolitan cities than for small cities. About one half of the small city awards go to the two most distressed quintiles compared to two-thirds of the awards to metropolitan cities. In fact, only the most distressed one-fifth (Q1) of small cities received a disproportionate share of Action Grants. The remaining quintiles of small cities have received about equal proportions, despite their varying levels of distress.

The greater targeting of UDAG awards to metropolitan cities than to small cities may be explained either by the pattern of UDAG applications, by the UDAG selection process, or by both factors in combination. As

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of Eligible Cities</th>
<th>Metropolitan Cities</th>
<th>Small Cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Awards</td>
<td>Percent of Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (Most Distressed)</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (Least Distressed)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shown on the previous page, metropolitan city applications are more likely to come from the more distressed cities. Thirty-seven percent of them come from the most distressed quintile while only eight percent are from the least distressed quintile -- a 29 percentage point difference. By contrast, applications are almost as likely to come from the less distressed quintiles of small cities as from the more distressed quintiles.

There is a difference, therefore, between small and metropolitan cities in terms of where applications are originating; the less distressed metropolitan cities, are in effect, selecting themselves out of the award competitions to some extent. This is not the case for less distressed small cities.

A second kind of targeting may occur when the UDAG staff decides which applications should receive awards. Evidence for this exists when more distressed cities have greater success than less distressed cities in the UDAG competition -- that is, when the likelihood of getting an award is higher for every application they submit.

Among metropolitan cities, the less distressed are just as successful in getting their applications funded as are the more distressed. Fifty-eight percent of all applications coming from the most distressed cities culminate in awards, while 54 percent of all applications coming from the least distressed cities are successful. In small cities there is a noticeable difference in the success rates of the most and least dis-
tressed groups. Fifty-two percent of all applications coming from the most distressed small cities, compared to only 37 percent of applications coming from the least distressed cities, culminate in awards.

In conclusion, the most distressed small cities are not more active than their least distressed counterparts when it comes to submitting applications, but they are more successful in receiving awards. This contrasts with the metropolitan pattern where more distressed cities apply more often but have no greater success rate than less distressed cities.

Because awards and award dollars go to particular economic development projects and not to distressed populations, they are more direct measures of program benefits than are per capita award dollars. Nevertheless, the latter does provide one indication of the breadth of UDAG's subsidy to a city. Using this indicator, the findings are similar to those for UDAG awards or total award dollars: per capita dollars to metropoli-
tan cities increase with greater levels of economic distress. The per capita figure is two and one-half times greater for the most distressed quintile of cities than for the least distressed quintile.

While UDAG awards are made only to distressed cities, it is possible that most of the program benefits may go to the less distressed eligible cities. To address this issue, the top ten metropolitan cities, both in terms of total award dollars and dollars per capita, are shown below. Only one city appears on both lists -- St. Paul. Even so, most of the cities in either group are in the top two distress quintiles -- eight of

1/ An analysis of this relationship was not possible for the 10,000 small cities because of the lack of computerized data on population.

2/ The ten metropolitan cities with the highest total dollar amounts are, with one exception, all above 300,000 in population. The cities with the highest per capita awards are, with one exception, all below 100,000. While this might suggest that all smaller metropolitan cities receive higher per capita UDAG dollar amounts than larger metropolitan cities, this is not true. When all eligible metropolitan cities are examined, there is not a strong relationship between the city's population size and the per capita UDAG dollars received.
the ten cities with the highest per capita dollars and seven of those with the highest total award dollars. Furthermore, 31 percent of the eligible metropolitan population is in those ten cities with the highest award dollars and 30 percent of all metropolitan award dollars have gone to these cities. Therefore, the big winners among the metropolitan cities are among the most distressed and contain a large proportion of the UDAG-eligible population.

Most of the top ten small cities, in terms of total award dollars, also have very high per capita figures. 1/ Five of them are in the top 25

1/ The ten small cities with the largest UDAG dollar amount (in millions) are: Hamtramck, MI -- $30.0; Commerce, CA -- $12.7; Muskogee, OK -- $11.7; Peabody, MA -- $10.0; Chelsea, MA -- $8.0; Dayton, KY -- $8.0; Quincy, IL -- $6.9; Woodlawn, IL -- $6.4; Montezuma, GA -- $5.8; Monrovia, CA -- $4.1.
percent of the small city distress rankings but the other five have lower levels of economic distress. Hamtramck, Michigan, in the Detroit SMSA, has the largest UDAG award of any city -- $30 million dollars, which converts into $1,346 per capita. Commerce, California, in the Los Angeles SMSA, has the second largest award -- $12,693,000, or $1,269 per capita. 1/ Unlike Hamtramck, which is one of the most distressed small cities, Commerce is among the least distressed. Both Hamtramck and Commerce, as well as several of the other small cities with large awards, are located within metropolitan areas with other distressed cities. 2/

State and Regional Breakdown in UDAG Funds

The top ten states, in terms of program benefits, have each received in excess of 77 million UDAG dollars, with most of this money going to metropolitan cities. In fact, 66 percent of all the metropolitan city award dollars through June 1981 has gone to these states. The distribution of metropolitan award dollars is very similar to the distribution of eligible metropolitan population: two-thirds of the nation's population living in eligible metropolitan cities (and over three-fourths of the population living in the most distressed cities) are in these ten states.

The regional breakdown in metropolitan UDAG dollars, which is shown on the map below, also reflects where most of the UDAG eligible population

1/ Woodlawn, IL with a population of 321 and an award of $6,433,000 has the highest per capita award -- $20,040.

2/ Despite the fact that some small cities have received a large amount of UDAG dollars, the average metropolitan city award is two and one-half times larger than the average small city award: $2.46 million compared to $.99 million.
Regional Distribution of UDAG-Eligible Metropolitan Population and UDAG Metropolitan Dollars

Distribution of Population in UDAG-Eligible Metropolitan Cities

Distribution of UDAG Funds Among Metropolitan Cities
Sixty-four percent of the eligible population in metropolitan cities (and over 77 percent of those living in cities ranked in the top two distress quintiles) are in the Northeast and North Central regions; these regions received 67% of the metropolitan award dollars. The West, by contrast, has 15 percent of the eligible population in metropolitan cities (and only 4 percent of the population in the most distressed cities); it has received 11 percent of the awarded funds. The South has 22 percent of the eligible population and a comparable share of the UDAG dollars awarded.

1/ The regional breakdown in total UDAG dollars is very similar to the metropolitan distribution. The Northeast region has 32 percent, the North Central, 33 percent, the South, 24 percent, and the West, 11 percent.
VI. UDAG and Local Economic Development
Introduction to UDAG and Local Economic Development

The UDAG program provides two basic economic development tools to local governments: (1) the funds with which to subsidize economic development projects; and (2) the staff expertise to assist local officials in putting together the components, terms, and financing of such projects. The extent to which cities have these tools independently of Federal programs such as UDAG is, of course, an important question relating to the need for and impacts of the UDAG program. This section begins to address this issue of local government capacity to promote economic development by providing some preliminary answers to the following questions:

1. How often are proposed UDAG projects consistent with cities' economic development plans or strategies?

2. Are proposals conceived independently of UDAG, as a means of fulfilling a local development need, or are they primarily ideas for obtaining available Federal aid, regardless of their relationship to local needs?

3. What is the potential contribution of UDAG to cities' capacity to stimulate private economic development through experience with new tools and techniques, new administrative arrangements, better business-government cooperation, and through future recapture and reuse of UDAG funds?

4. How many cities would have the capacity to undertake UDAG-type negotiations and "deal-making" without assistance from the UDAG staff in Washington?

These questions are addressed in Sections 14-17.

1/ It is beyond the scope of this evaluation to assess local governments' financial capacity to undertake economic development projects.
The large majority of UDAG projects fit into a preexisting city economic development strategy or formal plan, reflecting the fact that UDAG provides city officials wide latitude to use the program in varied ways. The remainder are neither related to nor in conflict with local development plans or priorities. In cities with no preestablished strategy, but also occasionally in cities with consciously developed strategies and priorities, a minority of projects (about one in four) are essentially ad hoc responses to opportunities that are not central to any plan: such opportunities are pursued because they do not conflict with other priorities and are seen to offer a net economic gain to the city. About one-fourth of the observed UDAG projects are located on Urban Renewal sites.

Cities pursue a diversity of development objectives and the UDAG program is designed to provide them with sufficient latitude to adapt the Federal funds to varied local situations. Unlike many other Federal programs, UDAG allows wide discretion: (1) to support virtually any type of new private development, provided its benefits can be demonstrated in terms of the program's objectives; and (2) to structure the Federal subsidy in whatever way -- loans, grants, infrastructure, land writedowns,
etc. -- they determine to be most appropriate. Such latitude helps to explain why no instances were identified, in any of the 70 cities studied, of a direct conflict between a UDAG project and a city's development plan or strategy.

At least three-fourths of the UDAG projects in metropolitan cities are consistent with a preexisting city economic development plan. The remaining one-fourth of metropolitan city UDAGs are neither related to nor in conflict with these cities' development plans or priorities. In small cities, about two-thirds of the observed UDAG projects conform to an existing development strategy -- although most of the small cities do not possess formally drafted development plans or priorities -- and a minority apparently has no such plans. In cities with no preestablished strategy, but also occasionally in those with consciously developed plans, a minority (about one in four) of UDAG projects are essentially ad hoc responses to opportunities that are not central to any strategy. Such opportunities are pursued because they do not conflict with other priorities and are seen to offer a net economic gain to the city.

The following examples illustrate the range of situations where UDAG has been used to implement carefully formulated local plans for:

* **Industrial Development:** An Eastern port city has been trying to revive its harbor area since the 1960s. It has spent Urban Renewal money to acquire and clear waterfront land, CDBG funds to modernize piers for the fishing industry and for related public improvements, and an EDA grant for a harbor project. Its 1979 UDAG award was used by the city to construct a seawall and prepare the site for a $6 million frozen fish packaging plant.

* **Downtown Redevelopment:** A city whose downtown was devastated by flooding in 1972 subsequently determined that the rebuilt area must be service-oriented, with a hotel as a principal component. The city at the time had no Class A hotels.
Redevelopment efforts produced a new public square and covered pedestrian malls. The city's 1978 UDAG award was used to finance construction of a Class A hotel on the new public square.

* Neighborhood Commercial Retention: A large Western city has pursued a multi-part economic development strategy, one component of which is an effort to retain small neighborhood businesses and customers which might otherwise gravitate to new suburban shopping malls. Also, because city land area is 99 percent developed, it has limited opportunities to attract major new employers. Instead, it has concentrated on attracting smaller businesses. To implement both components of its development strategy, the city has established under its control an SBA Small Business Investment Corporation. Also, most of the city's UDAGs have been used to assist small neighborhood businesses. For instance, a 1978 project employed a UDAG to stimulate construction of a small neighborhood shopping center.

* Neighborhood Revitalization: A large city is experiencing significant household displacement due to revitalization of some older neighborhoods. In one of these areas, its development strategy combines adaptive re-use of an arsoned zone with efforts to control displacement. Its 1980 UDAG project in the neighborhood is a unique and innovative effort to subsidize rents in 40 rehabilitated apartments in order to maintain a mix of income levels in the neighborhood.

In cases where projects do not reflect a formal local plan, they generally can be interpreted as being consistent with the cities' broad aim of encouraging desirable private investment. For example:

* Commercial Development: One Northeastern city's 1979 UDAG application took shape after a national supermarket chain announced plans to close its two city stores. However, only when approached by a private developer who proposed to construct a shopping center, including space for the chain store, did the city take action to retain one of the two outlets. This city, which has received ten Action Grants, appears to have no carefully conceived economic development plan but rather pursues development projects, including UDAGs, as opportunities arise.

* Nursing Home Construction: A small city suffers the special disadvantage of being located in two counties, neither of which has incorporated it into its economic development plans. Moreover, the city has few attractions for industry and few development opportunities. A private proposal to build a
nursing home here led, in 1360, to the city's first UDAG; the
Mayor says of the award: "For the first time in 20 or 30 years
years, the UDAG has given us some destiny of our own instead of
of being a part of somebody else's."

* Industrial Development: A very small Midwestern city had little
economic development planning capacity prior to 1978. In that
year, local bankers started to formulate an industrial develop­
ment program and asked the regional planning council for advice
on Federal aid available to the city. Coincidentally, a
developer approached the city for help in building a food
products processing plant. The resulting UDAG not only created
new private investment but also enabled the city to establish
its first economic development program and to hire a half-time
development director.

UDAG and Urban Renewal

The relationship of UDAG to HUD's earlier Urban Renewal program 1/ is
a particular aspect of the general relationship between UDAG and cities'­
economic development strategies. Cities have used Action Grants to stimu­
late development on former Urban Renewal sites that, in some cases, had
been vacant for years. Of the UDAG projects examined for this study, about
one-fourth involve Urban Renewal land; eight of the 19 projects funded
in 1978 (UDAG's first year) were on Urban Renewal sites. Here, the cities
had previously employed Urban Renewal to acquire, clear, and prepare sites
they considered desirable for redevelopment. However, the land had then

1/ From 1949 to 1974, the Urban Renewal program was the Federal govern­
ment's major financial tool for stimulating comprehensive private and
public redevelopment of physically blighted areas in cities. The
program's character shifted from emphasis in its early years on slum
clearance to a greater emphasis on rehabilitation and, after 1967, on
improving housing and economic opportunities for lower-income persons.
Representative analyses are those of Martin Anderson (The Federal
Bulldozer, Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1964) and Heywood T. Sanders
("Urban Renewal and the Revitalized City: A Reconsideration of Recent
History", in Donald Rosenthal, Urban Revitalization, Beverly Hills:
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remained idle or underutilized until UDAG's later subsidy finally allowed city-sponsored projects to proceed. The combination of the two subsidies -- Urban Renewal and UDAG -- thus produced private investment on what, for some time, had been regarded by these cities as key redevelopment sites. Because they complete programs begun under Urban Renewal, these UDAG projects can be classified as part of cities' economic development strategies.
Over half of the development ideas that ultimately become UDAG projects originate with the private sector. However, city officials themselves are the original source of a significant proportion of the development proposals. In metropolitan cities, about one in five UDAG projects is first conceived by city officials; in small cities, about twice this proportion arise inside City Hall.

Wherever development ideas arise, most (at least two-thirds) precede any thought of UDAG. This was as true in 1978 as it was in 1979 or 1980.
Or the other hand, about one project in four was apparently viewed from first conception as appropriate for, or requiring, UDAG subsidy. Four times out of five, the first person to identify a development idea as a potential UDAG project was a city official. This pattern suggests that most projects funded through UDAG are not merely ideas for obtaining public subsidies but rather development ideas conceived independently and judged first locally and later by HUD to require subsidy.

Three-fourths of the successful UDAG applications are prepared principally by city staff. However, some cities (both small and metropolitan) rely on consultants or even developers and others to draft their applications. Small cities are more likely than metropolitan cities to use consultants in this process. At least one-third of the small cities make some use of consultants, and about one out of five relies on a consultant to draft its application.

Once an application is submitted to HUD, the UDAG staff in Washington often asks the city for major revisions in order to produce a final project proposal meeting UDAG's funding requirements. About one-half of the successful applications submitted by metropolitan cities and about two-thirds of those submitted by small cities require changes prior to funding. Typically, these changes are negotiated between UDAG staff, city officials, and private parties to the proposed project within the 60 days between submission and HUD's decision on funding.

In two out of every three instances, officials of small cities think that these changes improved the projects from their perspective. However, only one in three metropolitan city officials thinks that the changes made the projects better from their viewpoint, with two-thirds of them uncertain.
or negatively disposed toward the changes. Officials of metropolitan cities may be less favorably disposed toward the intervention of the UDAG staff than small city officials because of their greater capacity to negotiate such projects themselves and/or their stronger negotiating positions.
Cities' Plans to Use Recaptured UDAG Funds

UDAG projects that include loans, lease arrangements, and provisions for city profit participation will generate, for some cities, significant new income to finance future community development activities. Of the 70 cities included in the study, about three-fourths have received at least one UDAG that allows them to recapture and reuse their Action Grant funds. Of these, four out of five have a mechanism to reuse these funds either planned or in place. In most cases, this mechanism involves the use of recaptured funds to capitalize city-controlled revolving loan funds for commercial, industrial, or (in a few cases) housing and neighborhood development.

One feature of the UDAG program that may assume greater importance in future years is its potential for local recapture and recycling of Action Grant funds to subsidize additional community development activities. Recaptured UDAG funds include loan repayments, lease payments and, where applicable, city participation in profits generated by UDAG-subsidized investments. The last of these forms of recapture occurs when the project grant agreement includes a "kicker" provision. One of the intended purposes of a kicker is to allow private investors in UDAG projects a reasonable rate of return, while protecting against excessive or "windfall" profits.
Because most of these projects are not very far along and their future profitability cannot be predicted accurately, it is uncertain whether the cities' profit participation will be, in very many cases, a significant
source of recaptured funds. All indications are that the largest proportion of recaptured funds will result from loan paybacks or lease payments rather than direct profit participation.

About 30 percent of UDAG funds awarded through FY 1980 were loaned by the cities to private developers. Through the end of FY 1980, about 40 percent of all UDAG projects provided for recapture of funds through loan paybacks or lease payments. The proportion of all projects including loan or lease arrangements has increased from 30 percent, in FY 1978, to 35 percent, in FY 1979, and 62 percent, in FY 1980. Over one-half of the projects examined for this study used UDAG funds for development loans; and three-fourths of the 70 cities included in the study had received at least one UDAG involving future recapture of Action Grant funds.

For some cities, the magnitude of recapture is such that this will soon become a significant source of new income. For instance, one city of 340,000 people has five UDAG projects that, over a period of 20 years or so, will produce recaptured income with a combined present value of nearly $1 million. Cities may use such recycled funds for any activity eligible under Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended.1 Thus, recapture adds to cities' financial capacity to undertake other economic and community development projects of their choice, and to reduce their future dependence on Federal development assistance.

1/ Eligible activities are those which address the needs of low- and moderate-income persons, elimination of slums and blight, and cities' urgent needs and may take the form of public works and facilities construction; property acquisition and demolition; relocation assistance; rehabilitation of structures; and provision of public services.
Planned Uses of Recycled Funds

By far, the most common planned uses of recycled UDAG funds are to capitalize revolving loan funds for commercial, industrial, or (in a few cases) housing and neighborhood development. Below are descriptions of the main categories of planned use for recaptured funds.

Commercial or Industrial Loan Pools. More than 40 percent of the cities with mechanisms planned or in place to receive paybacks or kickers have set up or definitely plan to establish revolving loan funds to support what several call "mini-UDAG" programs to aid small industrial or commercial projects. Typically, these funds combine UDAG paybacks with money from other sources; and, often, they are administered by a separate nonprofit development corporation.

* Example: One small city will eventually receive paybacks totaling $1 million plus interest from its UDAG projects. The money will be turned over to a nonprofit development corporation controlled by local government and private interests where it will be combined with other funds from SBA and the state job development authority and used for economic development activities. The project selection criteria will be modeled after UDAG's.

* Example: A large city will place its UDAG paybacks in a similar revolving fund established with money from CDBG and EDA. The fund is managed by a nonprofit, city-controlled capital corporation which works to couple private lending with public programs to finance smaller industrial and commercial development. Projects are selected using job creation and leverage criteria very similar to UDAG's; the loan can be for no more than one-fourth of all funds or one-half of all borrowed funds. Loan limits are $300,000 or up to $600,000 in areas targeted for development.

* Example: Another city, which has lost many thousands of manufacturing jobs in recent years, has chosen to emphasize loans for industrial development in its recycling of UDAG funds. Individual loans may not exceed $500,000 and the maximum cost per job created has been set at $5000.
Housing and Neighborhood Improvement Loan Funds. A few cities have definite plans to reuse UDAG repayments only or primarily for loans to rehabilitate housing or support neighborhood revitalization.

* Example: UDAG loan repayments received by one West Coast city will be placed in a revolving loan fund established as part of the city's CDBG program. Loans are made from this fund for housing rehabilitation.

* Example: In a Midwestern city, both loan payments and tax increment receipts from two UDAG projects will be used to help pay off housing bonds issued by the city to acquire housing for Section 8 substantial rehabilitation.

Other Revolving Loan Funds. Other cities plan to use recaptured UDAG funds for loans supporting unspecified economic or community development activities.

* Example: One Eastern city will establish an economic development fund from proceeds of a UDAG project lease and kicker. The money will be used to benefit low-income and minority persons, according to city officials. However, the first use of recaptured funds will be to service debt on general obligation bonds.

Finally, about one-fifth of the cities expecting or receiving loan paybacks or other income from UDAG projects plan to use their recaptured UDAG funds not to make loans but in various other ways: for grants, infrastructure improvements, costs related to the UDAG projects themselves, or other unspecified economic or community development activities.
Local Capacity to Initiate Economic Development

Since the UDAG program began in 1978, most of the cities included in this study have experienced an increase in local administrative capacity to promote economic development. Experience with the UDAG program itself has improved that capacity in somewhat over 40 percent of the cities; for the other sixty percent, however, UDAG is not perceived as having had this impact.

Economic development specialists in four out of five cities visited believe that the principal role of the UDAG staff is to provide advice and guidance to local governments on how applications can be made more "competitive" and projects "better." Forty percent of the metropolitan cities look to the UDAG staff in Washington to play the "heavy" in negotiating the terms and conditions of projects with the private sector. Thirty percent of metropolitan cities, but only 17 percent of small cities, appear to have a "strong" capacity to make feasible economic development deals with minimal or no UDAG staff assistance. The majority of the remaining cities have some "deal-making" capacity but do need some assistance.

This section evaluates the current administrative capacity to promote economic development of the cities whose projects are examined in this study, the changes in that capacity since early 1978, and the estimated
impact which UDAG has had on those changes. Also examined are the cities' perceptions of the role played by the UDAG staff in assisting projects for funding, and a judgment is made as to the relative abilities of various cities to undertake feasible economic development projects with no "deal-making" or other assistance from the UDAG staff.

The Current Economic Development Capacity of City Governments

There are a number of "tools" which city governments can use, where available, to stimulate and support economic development activities. These include: Federal and state government economic development grant programs (based on eligibility); state and local government special purpose bonds (industrial revenue and tax increment bonds); loan pools and revolving funds (such as from UDAG project paybacks); financial incentives such as land writedowns, tax abatements, payments in lieu of taxes, etc.; and the provision of technical assistance to businesses in applying for direct loans or loan guarantees available from a number of Federal and state government programs which support economic development investment.

However, the administrative capacity of local governments to use those tools effectively is a function of:

1) organizational arrangements which institutionalize the responsibility for economic development activities;

2) a professional staff skilled in acquiring (i.e., grantsmanship) and using the tools appropriate to the needs of the community and of specific situations;

3) a constructive, cooperative relationship between local government officials and the private sector.
Based on the information obtained from city development officials, lenders and private developers, a determination was made of whether the current administrative capacity to support economic development in each city visited for this study is "strong", "moderate", or "weak". A city is classified as having a "strong" economic development capacity if the following conditions are met: (a) the organizational responsibility for carrying out economic development activities is clearly defined; (b) it has a staff skilled in the use of economic development tools (as evidenced by the effective use of them in the past); and (c) a high level of cooperation exists between the city government and the private sector. To the degree that these standards are not met, a city's economic development capacity is assessed as either "moderate" or "weak".

As would be expected, there is a significant difference in economic development capabilities between metropolitan cities and small cities. While nearly one-half of the metropolitan cities are considered to have a "strong" administrative capacity, this is the case in less than five percent of the small cities. At the other end of the scale, just under 40 percent of the small cities are judged to have a "weak" capacity as compared to about 17 percent of the metropolitan cities. The basic explanation for this pattern is that the larger the city, the greater the resources available to establish and maintain the capacity for undertaking economic development activities. About 40 percent of metropolitan cities and almost 60 percent of small cities have "moderate" capacities.

The Trend in Administrative Capacity Since January 1978

Between 1978 and 1981, just over 70 percent of the metropolitan
cities and approximately one-half of the small cities included in this study strengthened their ability to foster economic development. For example, somewhat over one-half of the cities either created new offices or added new staff positions concerned with economic development or with helping to solve business problems; a larger number have undertaken efforts to attract new business or industry to the community. According to city officials, there is increasing cooperation in the working relations between city government and business in over 90 percent of both metropolitan and small cities. 1/ This latter trend was generally confirmed by representatives of lending institutions contacted in a number of cities. Over the last three years, about one-half of the cities have used, for the first time, at least one of a variety of economic development tools.

UDAG’s Impact on Trends in Administrative Capacity

The impact of the UDAG program on the cities’ administrative capacity to promote economic development was estimated for each of the cities included in the study. The following are illustrative of the ways in which UDAG has strengthened capacity:

- The creation of new offices or staff dealing with economic development can be attributed to UDAG in

---

1/ A 1980 HUD survey of 564 business executives of firms’ headquartered or solely located in metropolitan cities found that 59 percent perceive cooperation between business leaders and their city governments over the past five years to be “very” or “somewhat close.” However, 33 percent describe these relationships as “not very close” or “not close at all,” and the remainder are unsure. Most urban business leaders would prefer that local government, rather than other levels of government or the private sector, take the lead in organizing local economic development.
about one-fifth of the metropolitan cities and over one-fourth of the small cities.

- The first use of at least one "economic development tool" (such as a local or state bond issue) was associated with a UDAG project in about one out of six metropolitan cities and in over 40 percent of the small cities.

- In about one-sixth of the cities, the first time the city took a lead role in negotiating a land development deal was in connection with a UDAG project.

Based on this type of information, it is estimated that the UDAG program has had an impact that ranges from "some" to "major" on slightly more than 40 percent of both metropolitan and small cities. In the majority of cities, however, the program seems to have had little or no impact on administrative capacity.

Cities' Perceptions of the Most Important Roles Played by the UDAG Program Staff in Developing New Projects

Providing advice and guidance to city officials at all stages of the process is seen by 80 percent of both metropolitan and small cities as the most important role played by the UDAG Central Office staff in developing projects for funding. This help ranges from what is needed to make either a planned or submitted application more "competitive" (reflecting the changing but often unpublished priorities of project selection established by the program staff) to how a project can be made "better" following preliminary application approval.

---

1/ These findings are based on the opinions of city officials (in each city visited in the study) who were most familiar with the development of UDAG projects.
Going a step further, one-third of metropolitan cities and one-sixth of small cities see the most important role of the UDAG staff in Washington to be its direct involvement with both city officials and private sector participants in "deal-making" negotiations. Some cities lack the sophisticated financial knowledge or skill to negotiate or put together complex or mixed-use projects and look to the acknowledged ability of the UDAG staff for assistance in such situations. In other cases, there is simply no "deal-making" ability at the city level.

An especially interesting finding of this study is that almost 40 percent of metropolitan city officials believe that the most important role played by UDAG staff is that of being the "heavy" in driving hard bargains with private sector investors and developers to maximize a project's financial benefits to the city. This relates to situations where there is to be a payback of funds to the city either in the form of a loan and/or the taking of an equity position. Some officials say that negotiating the terms and conditions of these loans and "kickers" is a role which they themselves do not want to play for fear of alienating a developer or of killing a deal.

That "deal-making" and "playing the heavy" on the part of the UDAG staff seem to be of less importance to small cities than to metropolitan cities may well be accounted for by the fact that 75 percent of the small cities studied had received only one Action Grant award and thus have had no continuing contact with the program. In contrast, metropolitan cities visited averaged (median) 4 awards per city, with just 15 percent having received only one award.
The Capacity of Local Governments to Design and Carry Through Feasible Economic Development Projects Without any "Deal-Making" or Other Assistance from UDAG

This evaluation of a city's ability to make its own deals with no assistance from the UDAG staff takes into account the current quality of the city's economic development capacity, the trend in that capacity over the last 3-1/2 years, the nature of the city's present reliance on the UDAG staff in project development, the number of UDAG projects awarded, and the opinions of local officials on this subject.

In making this particular judgment, it is assumed that there will be continued availability to cities of Federal funds, using an eligibility/distribution formula earmarked for economic development, and that cities can make their own "deals" not subject to HUD approval but within a limited set of guidelines. For a city to be able to make UDAG-like deals which involve up-front, legally binding commitments from the private sector, it must have funds to use for infrastructure, writedowns, relocations, loans, interest subsidies, rebates, direct grants, or whatever is needed to leverage private investment.

About 30 percent of the metropolitan cities and 17 percent of the small cities studied are judged to have a "strong" capacity for making their own deals without UDAG staff support. Another 55 percent of metropolitan cities and 42 percent of small cities are judged to have a "moderate" capacity in this regard. These findings suggest that the majority of cities have some level of "deal-making" capacity, although only a minority appear able to negotiate, on their own, UDAG-like deals with the private sector.
VII. Options for Program Improvement
Options for Program Improvement

There are several options for improving the UDAG program. First, to insure that UDAG subsidies are awarded only when absolutely necessary, program officials could: seek additional outside expert opinion about local real estate and market conditions; strengthen the process by which HUD Area Office economists participate in project review; and/or require documentation from private lenders that sufficient private funds are not available.

Second, to increase the probability that projects will be financially viable, program officials could: explicitly consider financial feasibility when selecting projects; and/or strengthen early monitoring of projects to detect emerging problems.

Third, to improve the accuracy of the impact estimates used to rank projects for selection, program officials could: refine the employment estimating procedures to correct the more common calculation errors; provide cities with more guidance on how to estimate revenue impacts; develop alternative methods to supplement the presently-used leverage ratio as a criterion for selection; and/or, possibly, use one or more combined benefits indices for project selection purposes.

Fourth, to alter the distribution of funds among cities, it is possible to either increase the amount of targeting to cities with the greatest need or, alternatively, to encourage as much
participation as possible among eligible cities. There are several ways to accomplish the former goal: give greater weight to economic distress in project selection; reduce the eligibility list; and/or concentrate technical assistance on highly distressed cities which have received few or no awards. To accomplish the alternative goal, it is possible to: place a limit on the amount of awards or funds going to any one city; and/or offer technical assistance to any city with few or no awards.

Finally, an additional way to strengthen the program would be to encourage cities to recycle re-captured UDAG funds into subsequent UDAG or UDAG-type projects, thereby diminishing, by some amount, dependence on Federal funding and, as well, increasing the city's own investment in new projects.

This section has two purposes: (1) to assess the programmatic implications of the study; and (2) to review options for improving the program's performance relative to the purposes established by Congress. The following discussion is not intended to address those proposals for change that would alter either the purposes or major features of UDAG: for instance, proposals to fold Action Grants into CDGB or to substitute for UDAG a new economic development block grant to states. Nor will this discussion contribute directly to broad philosophical debate over the proper Federal role in local economic development. Instead, the alternatives considered assume a continuation of UDAG within its present legislative mandate.
Implications of Evaluation Findings for Program Improvement

In summary, this evaluation has addressed the following issues which are central to the UDAG program:

1. The need-for-subsidies issue.
2. The realization-of-benefits issue.
3. The benefit-projection issue.
4. The distribution issue.

These are briefly reviewed below.

Need for Subsidies. Are UDAG funds going only to projects where they are needed to produce the private investment? With regard to this question, it has been shown that at least two-thirds of UDAG projects could not have occurred without the Action Grant. In these instances, distressed cities benefited from increased private investment, new jobs or jobs saved, and added revenues that, at best, would have been delayed and, at worst, never would have materialized. This positive finding must be weighed against the discovery of partial or full substitution of UDAG funds for private or other public funds in one out of five projects examined. The implication is that improved review of project proposals might avoid some instances of substitution, thereby redirecting funds to projects where subsidies are needed. Options for reducing substitution are considered in Subsection A below.

Realization of Benefits. Will the projects selected for UDAG support produce substantial and lasting economic benefits for distressed cities?

1/ For 15 percent of the projects, the evidence regarding substitution is inconclusive.
Concerning this question, it has been shown that most projects will produce the bulk of the intended benefits, but that initial forecasts of some categories of benefit tend to be high — most often because of improper calculations or forecasting difficulties. However, about one in ten of the projects examined has a serious problem that either has or is likely to substantially reduce its benefits. This finding implies a need for more careful consideration of the financial viability of proposed projects. After award, improved monitoring could help identify and respond to emerging problems and avoid further investment of UDAG funds in non-viable projects. Options for improving the chances that projects selected will be viable are presented in Subsection B.

Benefit Projections. Are projects being selected on the basis of reasonably accurate projections of benefits? It has been shown that initial forecasts of some categories of benefit tend to be high — often because of miscalculations or lack of guidelines about how benefits should be measured. Inaccurate benefit estimates can lead to less than optimal use of the available dollars and becomes a greater problem as the competition for funds increases. Options for improving the accuracy of benefit forecasts are offered in Subsection C.

Distribution. Are UDAG funds distributed among cities in a way that is consistent with the purposes of the program? UDAG is intended for cities that are, in the words of the legislation, "severely distressed." However, the Congress has not specified the distribution of funds within the group of eligible cities. HUD may, therefore, choose to increase the concentration of funds toward the most severely distressed metropolitan and small cities and/or to increase participation by cities that, regard-
less of the degree of economic distress, have received few awards in the past. It has been shown that the more distressed of the eligible cities receive a greater share of awards and dollars than less distressed cities and that there is less concentration toward severe distress among small cities than among metropolitan cities. The latter difference probably results, in part, from the relatively poorer quality of applications for the 25 percent of UDAG funds reserved for small cities. Greater targeting increases the proportion of total benefits received by the cities most in need but tends to reduce participation by other eligible cities that are less distressed. Options for altering the distribution of funds among cities are discussed in Subsection D.

Options for Program Improvement

The following four subsections present groups of options addressed to each of the questions raised above. An additional option that deals with several areas of program improvement is presented in the final subsection. These options are not meant to be mutually exclusive or exhaustive.

A. Insuring that Subsidies are Needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 1: Seeking Expert Opinion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Option 2: Strengthen the Area Economist's Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 3: Obtain Letters of Rejection from Lenders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present, the UDAG staff in Washington attempts to guard against substitution by requiring written assurances from private developers and
cities that each project is contingent on the Action Grant, by conducting its own analysis of the projects' financing (sometimes including inquiries to local lenders), and sometimes by offering stiffer terms (such as "kicker" requirements) to test the intentions of developers. In doubtful cases, an otherwise fundable project may be held over to the next funding round to see whether the developer will proceed with other financing.

UDAG's small staff relative to the number of applications processed in each funding round, combined with the very brief (effectively 30 day) time period in which staff can review, refine, and evaluate project proposals, are major constraints on the ability to screen out projects where substitution is likely to occur. Current procedures have not always prevented awards that were not needed or where at least one component of a project would have proceeded without subsidy. Therefore, various options for improving the review for substitution should be considered.

The options discussed below all involve the review of project proposals and include changes (1 and 2) that would improve information and analysis and one (3) that would involve a procedural test for possible substitution.

Option 1: Seeking Expert Opinion. UDAG staff could make greater use of outside expert opinion in its review of project proposals for potential substitution. This could be done routinely for all applications or only for those projects that are difficult to analyze. Two kinds of expertise are relevant. One is intimate knowledge of a local real estate market. The second is broad national experience with the appraisal of a particular type of development, e.g., industrial.
In some cases, useful information can be provided by a quick phone call to verify the reasonableness of specific figures in the applications. In other instances, detailed study of a project's development cost estimates and projected cash flow may be required to generate a useful assessment. Given the extremely tight schedule for reviews, it will be almost essential to identify appropriate expertise in advance and to have professional consultants not personally involved in any UDAG applications on call.

Option 2: Strengthening the Area Economist's Review. Applications are currently reviewed for market feasibility in the office of the HUD Area Economist; the results of these analyses are then transmitted as part of the complete Area Office review and are available to UDAG staff when they begin to intensively analyze proposed projects. It appears that UDAG staff have not relied heavily on the Area Economist's review, and project revisions sometimes render some parts of the review irrelevant to the final form of the proposal. The Area Economist's review might be refocused to include the gathering and analyzing of information useful in evaluating substitution. A substitution analysis by the Area Economist could consider surrounding land uses and values, determine the availability of comparable sites (both within the city and in the suburbs), and examine the validity of market studies done for the developer. This type of analysis would not only aid UDAG staff in evaluating substitution but also help in assessing risk of failure (see Subsection B) and in negotiating terms of the awards.

Option 3: Obtaining Letters of Rejection from Lenders. In some Federal business loan programs, the method of documenting need for subsidy is to require letters from private lenders rejecting the Federal applicant's
request for a private market rate loan. Following a somewhat similar approach, HUD could require that, when the UDAG will be used as a development loan, the private developer first seek to borrow from one or more private lenders. Letters would be obtained from these lenders stating that a loan at the required loan-to-value ratio and at the required interest rate is not available and indicating the terms under which a loan would be available. These letters would be submitted with the UDAG application. Two problems with this option are the time and paperwork burden created and the possible unwillingness of some lenders to make public the information on terms they will or will not offer.

B. Improving Consideration of Financial Viability.

| Option 1: Explicitly Considering Financial Feasibility in Project Selection. |
| Option 2: Strengthening Early Monitoring. |

One rationale for the UDAG program is the greater probability of financial failure with new investment in economically distressed cities. It follows, therefore, that HUD will not use the same standards for determining acceptable risk that a private lender would use. Nevertheless, certain proposed UDAG projects carry a higher probability than others of financial failure for reasons unrelated to their location in distressed cities. The present study shows that financial difficulties have caused a loss of benefits in enough cases to make this a focus of concern. The probability of financial failure is based on such identifiable factors as inexperienced management, new production technology, and the extent to which profitability is contingent on events or other investments not under
control of the developers. Also, projects whose future profitability is very sensitive to changes in the national economy may carry a greater-than-average risk of financial failure. Such risks are often signalled by the unwillingness of a private lender to make a loan as an indication that, with the UDAG subsidy, a project promises to be a viable investment.

However, in some cases, lenders are also the developers, the development company is a lender subsidiary, or the lender will be a major tenant in the project. Also, where a lender is making a relatively small construction or first mortgage loan or where a large percentage of the loan is government-guaranteed, the lender's commitment should not be the sole determinant of feasibility because its exposure in the project is too small. In short, there are several instances where HUD cannot interpret a lender's willingness to loan as indication of a project's market feasibility. To reduce its reliance on this method of assessing feasibility, HUD should seek alternatives.

**Option 1: Explicitly Considering Financial Feasibility in Project Selection.** Improving the assessment of feasibility may be accomplished by some of the same methods used to insure that the UDAG subsidy is needed. These would involve improving the information available to reviewers on project financing and expected profitability and strengthening the analysis of that information. As noted above, the Area Economists currently assess the market feasibility of each proposed project. Various means of strengthening these analyses and insuring uniform quality should be examined, including additional training, the development of a handbook or guidelines, and improved communication between the Area Economist and UDAG reviewers as proposals are being revised and considered. Also as noted
above, it may be possible for HUD to increase its use of outside expertise in assessing both substitution and feasibility.

It may be possible to estimate the probability of financial failure from characteristics of the proposed projects based on standard investment underwriting criteria. A professional, systematic approach to analysis of risk is likely to be cost-effective, more than paying for itself by reducing the UDAG dollars wasted on non-viable projects. In addition, it would be useful to compare the characteristics of the 100 or so projects that have been terminated, and of other projects that have not produced a substantial portion of benefits expected at time of grant agreements, with those of successfully completed projects. Another useful step would be to determine whether a larger proportion of deeply subsidized projects than of other projects fail to produce all or part of their expected benefits. At present, the UDAG staff does not formally estimate the combined subsidy from all public sources including other Federal grants, public loans and loan guarantees, local or state sponsorship of industrial revenue bonds, tax abatements, and land writedowns. The combined total of all public subsidies, as a proportion of the project investment, gives a better indication than the size of the UDAG alone of the degree to which the private sector considers the project to be viable as well as the potential return from a UDAG-supported project. Thus, the depth of subsidy may prove to be a useful indicator of viability and of the probability of failure.

**Option 2: Strengthening Early Monitoring.** The Area Office has primary responsibility for monitoring UDAG projects in progress. Because the UDAG program is relatively new and the number of active projects is growing, the monitoring function is still evolving. It is already difficult for
Accurate projections of impact are essential to selecting those proposed projects likely to provide greatest benefit to distressed cities. Any errors that cause relatively weaker project proposals to be selected over stronger ones not only produce inequities among cities but may also reduce the credibility of the selection procedure. As the number of

Area Office personnel to devote sufficient time to this function and the burden is increasing. Given the potential importance of monitoring for early identification of projects in financial trouble (as well as other problems, such as violation of the grant agreement), further study is desirable to determine the most beneficial approach to project monitoring. One useful step would be to quickly provide Area Offices with information on changes in projects that occur before and after award, so that they do not lose touch with project status and have an opportunity to comment. Another would be to give Area Offices training and written guidelines on how to monitor effectively. If early monitoring is to be beneficial, it must be followed by effective action to resolve emerging problems.

C. Refining Projections of Benefit.

| Option 1: Refining Employment Estimates. |
| Option 2: Providing Cities with More Guidance on How to Estimate the Revenue Impacts of Proposed Projects. |
| Option 3: Developing Alternate Methods of Estimating Leverage. |
| Option 4: Developing and Using One or More Benefits Indices in Project Selection. |

Accurate projections of impact are essential to selecting those proposed projects likely to provide greatest benefit to distressed cities. Any errors that cause relatively weaker project proposals to be selected over stronger ones not only produce inequities among cities but may also reduce the credibility of the selection procedure. As the number of
Applications rise in relation to available funds, the need increases to determine not only whether proposed projects meet threshold criteria of projected benefit but also to rank them accurately relative to one another. The options discussed in this subsection deal either with improving the numbers used to predict impacts or with improving the use of those numbers in ranking projects for selection.

Option 1: Refining Employment Estimates. Many instances have been found where, at the time grant agreements were signed, calculation errors have resulted in misestimation of the numbers of new permanent jobs likely to be created or jobs likely to be retained by a proposed project. When errors of calculation were made, they usually resulted in predictions of greater benefits than projected. One source of error was the failure to convert part-time or seasonal jobs to their full-time equivalents. In other cases, jobs were counted as "retained" when they would not have been lost to the city without the UDAG. Improved estimation of jobs impact can be achieved by providing cities and private parties with better guidelines for developing employment projections and by placing greater emphasis on the checking and refining of job numbers by UDAG staff during the application review period. National or regional benchmark figures are available or can be developed for particular industries indicating the average number of jobs created per dollar of new investment. However, more study is necessary to determine whether such benchmarks are useful in checking the realism of employment projections for UDAG projects. Future enforcement of grant agreement provisions specifying the numbers of jobs to be created or retained by a UDAG project would further increase
both the incentive and the need for precise jobs projections.

Option 2: Providing Cities With More Guidance on How to Estimate the Revenue Impacts of Proposed Projects. Currently, the amount of error in projecting the fiscal impacts of proposed projects is so large that these estimates are not very useful in selecting projects for award. Property tax impacts have been estimated with reasonable accuracy, but other revenues have not. In fact, relatively little attention has been given by HUD to the methods cities use in projecting fiscal impact. As a result, there is room for improving the accuracy of these projections. Cities should be given a uniform straightforward method to follow, and the application form should indicate prominently that only city, not state or Federal, revenues are relevant to project selection. In developing a uniform method for revenue projection, consideration should also be given to estimating separately the revenue which would otherwise have been lost in projects where a UDAG award induces business retention. While this is not additional revenue to the city, it would be lost to the city without the UDAG, and this is another type of fiscal benefit. Finally, the variation in revenue impacts over time due to temporary tax abatements or other factors must be recognized in developing a projection method.

Option 3: Developing Alternate Methods of Estimating Leverage. The estimated ratio of private investment to the requested amount of UDAG dollars is a major criterion for project selection. However, the "leverage" ratio is a flawed indicator of the UDAG's impact on private investment for two reasons. First, where other public capital subsidies are involved, it is usually unclear what proportion of the private investment can be attributed to any single component of the total subsidy. In these
cases, the leverage ratio inflates the role of UDAG in generating benefits. Second, where the UDAG is sought partly so that a private firm can employ industrial revenue bonds totalling up to $20 million, the leverage is exerted by the combination of benefits jointly and not by the UDAG alone. Because HUD's practice has been to restrict UDAG amounts in such projects to between five and eight percent of total project cost, the normally computed private-dollar-to-UDAG ratio is quite high, but also misleading. The conceptual weaknesses of the presently-used leverage ratio as an indicator of UDAG-generated benefits illustrate the need to find alternate ways of calculating leveraged investment and to use more than one measure in ranking proposed projects for selection.

Option 4: Developing and Using One or More Benefits Indices in Project Selection. Given the quantitative nature of most of the measures of predicted project benefits, it is possible to develop an index combining the individual measures. The weight given to each type of benefit (jobs, fiscal impact, etc.) in calculating index scores would reflect its relative importance in ranking projects for selection; alternate weights could be used for some project types (e.g., those with housing components). The diversity of project proposals and the importance of non-quantifiable factors in the selection process work against rigid use of such a formula approach. However, the advantage of this type of index would be greater consistency -- both real and perceived -- in the use of selection criteria related to projected benefits.
D. Altering the Distribution of Funds Among Cities.

| Option 1: Giving Greater Weight to Distress in Project Selection. |
|---|---|
| Option 2: Reducing the Eligibility List. |
| Option 3: Concentrating Technical Assistance on Highly Distressed Cities With Few or No Awards. |
| Option 4: Placing a Limit on Awards or Funds Given to Any One City. |
| Option 5: Offering Technical Assistance to Any City With Few or No Awards. |

Within terms set by the Congress, UDAG can be either a targeted program for the most highly distressed cities or a program that ignores variations of distress among eligible cities. If the program is to be targeted, awards or funds should go disproportionately to cities with the greatest relative distress. On the other hand, if the goal is to encourage as much participation as possible among all eligible cities, targeting of program awards is not as important. Therefore, depending on which goal is preferred, different options are suggested.

It has been shown that the cumulative distribution of UDAG funds to date favors the cities that are more distressed. More distressed metropolitan cities receive a larger proportion of Action Grants, on the average, than less distressed cities, but the difference is related to the fact that the former submit more applications than the latter. Applications from the most distressed cities do not have a better than average chance of being funded by UDAG. Even so, there is still a wide range in the number of awards and dollars received among cities of similar
levels of economic distress, with some cities having received no grants.

Among small cities, the most distressed group also receives a greater share of awards than others, and applications from this group have a somewhat greater chance than others of being funded. However, the overall distribution of awards among small cities is not as highly skewed toward the most distressed places as it is for metropolitan cities.

If even more targeting is the goal, Options 1 2, and 3 are suggested.

Option 1: Giving Greater Weight to Economic Distress in Project Selection. The UDAG staff could give greater weight to distress or impaction rankings, relative to other selection criteria, in choosing which projects to fund. For instance, if all the selection factors were quantified, then the distress factor could be assigned a greater weight than any of the other selection factors. At present, the probability that an application will be funded is no greater for the more distressed metropolitan cities than for other cities. 1/ Another way to insure that the most distressed cities receive a larger share of funds would be to set aside a predetermined fraction of the total appropriation for these cities, and allow them to compete for awards as a separate group.

Option 2: Reducing the Eligibility List. By reducing the eligibility list, those cities which have the lowest levels of economic distress would become ineligible, except through "pockets of poverty" applications. One way of doing this is to increase the number of distress thresholds which must be met by an eligible city from the currently required three to

1/ Among small cities, the most distressed one-fifth of those eligible for the program has a higher rate of application success than the less distressed eligible cities.
four (or five).

Option 3: Concentrating Technical Assistance on Cities with Few or No Awards But High Levels of Distress. A third way to increase targeting of funds toward the most distressed places would be to provide concentrated advice and technical assistance to that minority of highly distressed small and metropolitan cities that have received few or no awards. This option would require a reallocation of staff time or other departmental resources.

If, on the other hand, a preferred goal is to increase the extent of participation in the UDAG program by all eligible cities, regardless of distress level, the preceding options should not be pursued and the following should be considered.

Option 4: Placing a Limit on Awards or Funds Given to Any One City. A limit on the number of UDAG awards or total dollars going to one city is a somewhat arbitrary but administratively inexpensive mechanism for preventing some cities from receiving excessive numbers of awards or UDAG dollars. This limit could take the form of a ceiling or cap on the amount of UDAG dollars per capita going to any one city. So that the cap affects the future distribution of program awards without severely penalizing past success, this limit could take the form of an annual ceiling. Any such limit is arbitrary and, of itself, does not contribute directly to increased participation by cities that, in the past, have submitted few applications or have received few, if any, awards. This option, therefore, should be considered along with the next.

Option 5: Offering Technical Assistance to Any City With Few or No Awards. A program of technical assistance that is open to any eligible
bile city, especially those with few or no awards, would help to reduce the present variation in program benefits across all eligible cities.

E. **Encouragement of Recycling Recaptured Funds.**

This last subsection addresses several of the areas of potential improvement discussed previously.

**Option: Encouraging Cities to Recycle Recaptured UDAG Funds in Subsequent UDAG Projects.** One distinctive feature of the Action Grant program has been its emphasis on local recapture of funds loaned to private developers and the recycling of these funds for other community development activities. Among cities expecting recapture, the most frequent plan is to supplement or capitalize a revolving business loan fund. HUD should consider encouraging cities that are recapturing funds from past UDAGs to commit them to future UDAG or UDAG-type projects. Such a change would be consistent, in spirit, with the currently proposed regulation change making commitment of funds by the applicant city (although not necessarily recaptured UDAG funds) a factor to be considered in selecting projects. As one possibility, HUD could advise and assist cities not already doing so to use recaptured funds to capitalize revolving business loan funds. Alternatively, HUD could count a city's contribution of recaptured UDAG funds to a newly proposed UDAG project as one positive factor in its selection process. Or, HUD might actually require cities receiving large flows of recaptured funds to use these in support of any future UDAG projects. Cities with many UDAGs and high rates of recapture could be required to make a greater contribution of recycled funds per project than other cities. The latter two forms of recycling would accomplish several things. First, the amount of HUD's contribution to each of the
projects would be reduced, thereby enabling the Department to support additional projects at the same funding level, while making the high recapture cities more nearly self-sufficient. Second, recycling would encourage cities to use recaptured funds for projects that meet the specific objectives of the UDAG program. Third, it would encourage cities to take a more active role in monitoring and managing future UDAGs to insure that any emerging problems are identified and dealt with promptly. The higher the share of the local subsidy, the more cities could be expected to assume greater responsibility for negotiating, selecting, and administering UDAG-type projects to stimulate new private investment.
For a set of projects, the calculation of the proportion of the total dollars that were unnecessary (i.e., $U$) can be obtained by the following formula:

$$U = \frac{S_1 + S_2 + L_2 + L_3}{T}$$

(where $T = \text{total UDAG funds in project grant agreements}$).

$L_1$ is excluded from the formula because, in these cases, all of the UDAG was necessary, even though some of the private investment was not stimulated by the UDAG. For example, in a project that involved a housing co-operative and a condominium conversion, the UDAG was fully expended on the condominium and was necessary. The co-op, however, was contingent upon neither the condominium nor the UDAG.

For the 80 projects examined in the field study, $U$ is calculated as follows:

- $S_1 = \$10.29$ million
- $S_2 = \$4.05$ million
- $L_2 = \$2.57$ million
- $L_3 = \$2.74$ million
- $T = \$116.59$ million

$$U = \frac{S_1 + S_2 + L_2 + L_3}{T} = \frac{\$19.6 \text{ million}}{\$116.6 \text{ million}} = 0.17$$

* One project accounts for $\$8.825$ million of $S_1$ or 45 percent of total unnecessary funds in sampled projects.
APPENDIX B: BIBLIOGRAPHY


This paper is Part I of a series of reports commissioned by HUD's Offices of Community Planning and Development and Policy Development and Research. A preliminary discussion of program goals, impacts, measurement techniques and problems, and key program issues (e.g., substitution) is offered in the context that actual program impacts are impossible to assess because of the newness of the UDAG program. Reported are the results of analyzing projected primary impacts for 235 projects for which contracts had been signed as of the end of fiscal year 1979. Projections were made using data supplied in original grant applications, adjusted for changes made between time of application and time of award. Since the data represent planned activity, the analysis can be considered representative only of potential program impacts. No policy recommendations are offered.


Second in a HUD-commissioned series on the design and implementation of an evaluation of the UDAG program, this report provides a somewhat theoretical discussion of evaluation methodology. Focus is on the issues of substitution, economic and social displacement, indirect and multiplier effects of subsidized development, and the potential fiscal impacts of projects. The report provides the methodological framework on which a study of the UDAG program might be based.


Building upon an earlier paper (see previous entry), this report provides a detailed description of how to implement an evaluation of the UDAG program -- either the entire program, individual projects, or groups of projects. Five categories, and the means by which to measure impacts within each category, are discussed: investment, employment and income, housing and residential location, local fiscal effects, and local government capacity to perform economic development. The evaluation design emphasizes survey-based methodology.

This is a compilation of proposed data collection instruments designed to provide information necessary for answering questions regarding the impacts of individual UDAG projects or groups of projects. The categories of impacts mirror those identified in the third report of this series (see previous entry), and assume a survey-based evaluation methodology.


This study addresses a broad range of the possible impacts of UDAG (e.g., investment effects, employment, housing, fiscal impacts, historic preservation, displacement, minority participation, and land use impacts) as well as the substitution issue and multiplier effects. Data files on 235 UDAG projects were analyzed. Data were compiled from grant applications, grant agreements and quarterly progress reports. The study concludes, that because of considerable time lags between grant application and actual achievement, it is too early to make a fair assessment of UDAG’s actual impacts. Estimated impacts based on grant application data are presented.


This paper analyzes changes in employment by size and age of firm and by region. It employs data covering four-fifths of private sector employment in four different time periods (from 1969 to 1976). This paper concludes that small and independent firms created more than half of all new jobs and that larger corporations are more likely than small firms to redistribute their operations, through expansions in growing areas and through contractions in declining areas. Thus, it is differential branching, not physical migration, that causes many of the regional differences in job growth, especially in manufacturing. Since small and independent firms are also inherently riskier, it is difficult to develop an effective strategy of net new job creation utilizing their growth potential.


This paper compares UDAG grants to UDAG loans and concludes that the stimulus for economic development generated by UDAG could be maximized if cities borrowed against the present value of future loan repayments. Alternatively, the UDAG office could structure a modified tandem plan for buying and selling such loans.

This article reviews the UDAG program's goals and achievements. It describes the Urban Land Institute's role in the promotion and assessment of UDAG through publications, conferences, and the use of a panel of experts to review and comment on program issues.


The role of housing as a component of economic development strategy is examined. Among the issues discussed are the rationale for including housing in economic development activities, housing impacts of existing federal programs (UDAG, EDA, FmHA), and relative employment impacts of public assistance to residential, commercial and industrial development. This study finds that different types of projects generate almost equal numbers of construction jobs per dollar. If housing is in short supply, the secondary employment effects of commercial or industrial projects are reduced. The longer term economic impacts of housing projects are very much dependent on local employment and housing market conditions. If the resident population and/or local income are increased as a result of housing investment, the local economy -- and employment -- improves since people are more likely to shop closer to home.


This study attempts to determine the extent to which the stated designs of economic development programs conform to actual experience. After briefly describing the characteristics of UDAG, EDA, and FmHA programs, the report then traces the programs through the predevelopment stage, project conception, and initiation. It then examines the effects that selected aspects of program design have on the achievement of program objectives.


This report focuses on how Federal programs to improve the employment prospects of unemployed persons (who are economically and educationally disadvantaged) could be more efficiently coordinated with Federal economic development programs designed to assist distressed regions. It reviews current public and private economic development programs, and the issues involved in (as well as the barriers to) effectively coordinating economic development,
employment and training programs.

Finally, several recent demonstrations, designed to overcome the barriers, are reviewed.


This paper examines the process by which HUD categorical grants for urban and community development were transformed into community development block grant programs. In addition the paper focuses on the debate that has occurred over the implementation and renewal of this legislation. It then examines briefly the benefits and costs of targeting, i.e., administrative and compliance costs at all levels of government and the loss of flexibility at the local level.


This paper addresses the design and operation of the UDAG program. The issues addressed include: the regional distribution of UDAGs; the program's ability to target funds to the most distressed areas; the ability to attract private investment; and the types of projects that UDAG has funded. The author concludes that UDAG is similar to the Urban Renewal Program in the kinds of activities undertaken. With respect to the targeting of funds to distressed cities, the author concludes that the intent of Congress -- to use the level of distress as the primary selection criterion for UDAG awards -- is basically met during implementation. The author also concludes that the UDAG program's claims about successful leveraging of private funds are questionable. Finally, the author reports difficulty in assessing the legislative requirement regarding a "reasonable balance" of funds among industrial, commercial and housing project types.


This study provides an empirical analysis of the regional allocation of federal funds. Federal spending was found to vary with the state's unemployment rate, average real income, and level of urbanization. Holding these factors constant, the Snowbelt states still received a smaller net flow of federal funds than comparable Sunbelt states. Within the Snowbelt region (including Northern New England, Southern New England, the Mid-Atlantic, and Great Lakes States), there were differences in amounts of federal funding. The Great Lakes states received
the smallest net flow of funds, while the Northern New England states received a relatively large flow. Northern New England, however, is considerably poorer than the other three subregions, as measured by the incidence of poverty or mean incomes.


This article examines the use of UDAG funds in St. Paul for projects ranging from neighborhood rehabilitation to hotel renovation to development of an industrial park. The projects have boosted property and sales taxes, retail sales, and have had a spin-off effect of creating additional new employment. The article also recounts the origin of the UDAG program during the Carter Administration, its environmental impacts, and the Reagan Administration's proposals for UDAG.


This paper reviews the UDAG program and outlines a framework for assessing effectiveness. In addition to those specific impacts which can be measured in time, the author suggests that the program's value should be determined by its ability to achieve Federal goals in establishing urban economic development policy.


The authors discuss the issues behind targeting of assistance and the urban impacts of UDAG, including different types of potential substitution. They then examine available data for the early months of the program (through October 1978) for the various impacts that can be expected, suggest some alternative strategies, and point out areas where the results from practical research would be useful to policymakers.


This preliminary assessment of UDAG as a Federal tool for urban economic development discusses UDAG program characteristics and program experience in the context of the program's stated objective of helping to alleviate economic deterioration in declining areas. It suggests a framework for assessing the
effectiveness of UDAG and other development programs. The report concludes that early evidence indicates that UDAG is achieving its narrowly-defined objectives but that these objectives need to be reevaluated from a broad public policy perspective in view of their potential implications for aggregate productivity and growth.


According to the author, regional and area development strategies are less effective than policies that target benefits directly to the poor. It does not follow that because poor people live in distressed areas that the local institutions of those areas (public and private) should benefit from a redistribution of funds. An area development strategy tends to reward nonproductive businesses and governments. Moreover, such a strategy often requires a complexity of competing objectives and selection criteria, and thus makes implementation subject to favoritism for special interests. Finally, the capital subsidy is not an effective instrument, because firms in distressed cities are not necessarily hurt by problems of access to private capital. Moreover, a negative income tax would be a more effective way to provide benefits to the poor than area-wide economic development and job creation strategies.


In a broader review of the lodging business in New England, the role of UDAG is touched upon briefly. The author cites a General Accounting Office staff interview with three large institutional lenders concerning their investment criteria and judgements. One interviewee said that he, if given the choice, would avoid any involvement with government in joint-financing a project. Another stated that UDAG was being used to push "crazy deals" with financing at 100% cost. The third lender saw UDAG as "the gravy;" a project was evaluated on its merits and UDAG was irrelevant to the investment decision.


This paper examines the leveraging performance of four different federal economic development programs: Title I Public Works and Development Facilities under the Economic Development Administration, HUD's Urban Development Action Grants, EDA's Business Development Program, and the Farmers Home Administration Business and Industrial Loan Program. The author describes the
four different programs in terms of objectives, strategies and definitions of private and public investment. She describes the difficulty in comparing the leveraging performance of the four programs. She then presents and compares the findings of separate analyses of each of the four programs that were conducted by other evaluators and analysts. The findings are grouped into two measures of leveraging performance: private investment leveraged by each of the federal economic development programs and total (public and private) investment per job created or saved.


This article was based on a study conducted by the Conservation Foundation to determine the effect of UDAG projects on urban environmental conservation. The author states that UDAG probably funds more rehabilitation projects than any other government programs; however, the UDAG program gives only limited attention to assessments of environmental impact. In only half the projects studied, the City governments called for environmental impact statements. The conclusion of the study is that UDAG should expand and improve consideration of environmental issues in the review of project applications.


This study was conducted by the Conservation Foundation to assess the effect of UDAG projects on the urban environment. Specifically, this paper examines the importance of Environmental Impact Statements and Section "106" review (impacts on buildings listed on or eligible for the National Register) in UDAG planning and review. In 1979, local controversies arose in several communities over issues of environmental quality and historic preservation, causing delay in project implementation. A major research question of this study is the extent to which these issues are identified and resolved early in the UDAG planning process, and whether the local controversies were exceptions or indicative of a more general problem. The study reports that procedures in place during this study for local environmental assessment and 106 review did not generate the information concisely or early enough to be used by UDAG staff in reviewing projects for preliminary approval. The study concludes by observing that recent trends in UDAG legislation and regulations, as well as new procedures for State Historic Preservation Officers and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, emphasize early identification of key issues and a streamlined review process.
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This report includes papers presented during a conference sponsored by urban conservation groups to discuss the impact of UDAG on preservation and rehabilitation activities. The papers have shown that UDAG's impact is generally positive. However, 40% of commercial projects involved major clearance, lacked consideration of potential re-use and appeared to threaten the city's economic and architectural make-up. Controversial projects were characterized by a lack of survey information about historic buildings in the community. The preservation-oriented projects compared favorably to the more conventional demolition-oriented projects in terms of private investment leveraged and jobs created. The report recommends more attention to conservation concerns in project planning and more federal influence to encourage preservation planning by cities.


Distinguished government, business, and research representatives met for two days in November 1979, to discuss the nature and effects of the UDAG program. In a format of talks, workshops, and papers, the conference focused on the operation of the UDAG program, and the ways in which the program can best be assessed and improved as an effective economic development tool. This volume presents edited proceedings of the conference, an analytical paper on the UDAG program and a statistical profile of the program's activities.


The article describes a growing controversy between preservationists and downtown developers over the re-use or destruction of historic buildings. In addition, the article discusses the role of UDAG in the controversy. Cities referenced include Pittsfield, Charleston, Louisville, and Detroit.


This paper discusses the interaction between industrial and regional policies as tools to aid the revitalization of the U.S. economy. In particular, the paper indicates that reliance upon one policy direction may not produce the positive adjustments in
the economy necessary to respond to competitive pressures stemming from different sectors of the U.S. economy and from foreign sources. The paper uses data from EDA, FmHA, and UDAG.


This paper is a quantitative analysis of the extent to which UDAG has been targeted to the most distressed cities according to its legislative mandate. In addition, the paper examines the kinds of projects supported by the UDAG program. The model incorporates the six categories used by HUD in determining degree of distress and tests each for relative importance in UDAG's allocation of funds. The paper concludes, however, that population is relatively more important than any of the distress criteria in predicting the allocation of UDAG dollars. Moreover, when population is normalized, (i.e., when distribution of UDAG dollars is reported on a per capita basis), smaller and medium sized cities fare better than larger cities.


This paper is a quantitative analysis of the primary and secondary fiscal benefits that flow to local jurisdictions which have received Federal economic development assistance. Eleven cities in New Jersey that have received UDAG, EDA, and FmHA assistance are used as case studies for the development of complex measures of costs and benefits. The paper concludes that overall, both primary and secondary fiscal benefits exceed the costs of generating these benefits. This is especially true in declining communities which are relatively poor.


This article reports on the October 1979 meeting of the National Trust for Historic Preservation at which four case studies of UDAG-funded projects threatening historic buildings or neighborhoods were presented by local preservation and neighborhood groups. The article contends that conventional review processes were ignored while the four case study projects were streamrolled through. Overall, the article concludes that UDAG threatens historic preservation efforts.

Through the use of interviews with a number of government officials, this article presents the pros and cons of the UDAG program. All of the interviewees have been involved with the program at either the Federal or local level. Both the arguments for creating the program (i.e., the Carter Administration's position) and the arguments for ending the program (i.e., OMB's recent position) are presented.


This is a brief summary of the major features of the UDAG program. The article includes discussions of the criteria for selection of UDAG projects, the application process, the selection procedure for a grant, and the types of projects and methods of financing UDAG projects. The role of Industrial Revenue Bonds is also emphasized.


This report attempts to determine the adequacy of the policies, procedures, and systems in effect for processing and approving applications and for executing grant agreements in the UDAG program from October 1977 through June 30, 1979. The review found that delays in execution of grant agreements and drawdown of approved UDAG funds indicate a need to implement procedures to strengthen the project selection system. The review also recommends improvement in file control and documentation.


This report details UDAG activities during FY 78-79 in order to provide preliminary information to the Congress (in its reauthorization review) regarding long-term issues, as well as the balance to be sought among different types of projects and appropriate funding levels. Issues addressed are eligibility requirements, types of projects aided, projects' impacts, and the mixture of public and private funds.
This report is based on a review of the UDAG program that was requested by the House Appropriations Committee in June 1979. It addresses the general issues of program regulations, program practices, expenditure rates, and program impacts. The methodology includes field staff visits to an unspecified number of projects in ten states. Over one hundred interviews were conducted with HUD, state, and local officials and with bankers, contractors, representatives of community organizations, and private individuals. Staff found that UDAG stimulates economic development in some cases and in others assists "already active market forces," and recommended balance in project types and more encouragement of neighborhood revitalization projects. Overall, the report concludes that UDAG works well in industrial and commercial areas but not as well as in conservation of viable residential neighborhoods.

This testimony reviews the impact of UDAG for selected projects. It includes information on the number of jobs created, the extent of leveraging, and program beneficiaries. Seventeen grants were reviewed; grant sites were visited, and interviews held with city and HUD officials and some developers. The testimony includes fact sheets for each grant awarded. It also includes grant profiles and economic impacts as calculated by HUD, by grantees, and by GAO.

This pamphlet provides a brief description of the eligibility requirements for UDAG funding and the process involved for gaining a grant.

This publication describes examples of UDAG's projects developed to revitalize central business districts, older neighborhoods and industrial areas.
This booklet uses a question and answer format to describe criteria for small city participation in the UDAG program. HUD offices are listed and UDAG awards for some small cities are described.

This pamphlet provides a brief description of the UDAG program. It includes information on the criteria for metropolitan city eligibility and selection and a description of the application and award process.

This report provides an overview of UDAG program background, a review of progress made in the program's first fiscal year, a description of the project selection process, and a description of the results of an analysis of project application data (236 projects awarded through FY 1978) and the responses from a January 1979 survey of city officials that had received UDAG awards.

This report examines all UDAG projects awarded grants for the two years FY 1978 and 1979. Information is provided on project locations and characteristics, potential impacts, and progress toward achieving those impacts as of the end of fiscal year 1979. Some data on projects (including financial characteristics and potential impacts) are derived from a sample of 235 projects with signed grant agreements.

This report examines all UDAG projects awarded grants as of FY 1980 to assess project characteristics and planned impacts. Analysis is presented on a sample of 546 projects with executed grant agreements.
A review was made of the six major criteria used by HUD to measure urban distress and cities' eligibility for UDAG participation. The study found that data on which criteria are based are old and/or unreliable, that (for some criteria) time frames and assumptions are questionable, and that HUD's method of determining a city's eligibility does not consider severity of distress for most of the criteria.

This early study evaluated UDAG grant approval, rejection, and holdover decisions with reference to program's objectives and criteria for grant approval. Eighteen selected program grants from the 1978 funding rounds were reviewed. The study found deficiency in documentation and a lack of relationship of some grants to program objectives and suggested the necessity for improvement.

This article describes a successful UDAG project -- the Radisson-Wilmington Hotel. It reviews the background, project design, primary actors in the development process, and development issues.

A panel of experts in development, financing, and public policy met for two days in December 1979 and reviewed 15 representative UDAG projects. The issues examined were the relationship of UDAG to other local efforts at economic revitalization, the necessity of UDAG funding for project development, the role of UDAG in attracting private sector funds, and the types of public objectives met by UDAG. The Panel concluded that UDAG is accomplishing its objectives and is worthwhile for both the public and private sector. The major danger to the program is "bureaucratization," which would endanger its principal advantage: "fast delivery in a high risk enterprise." The Panel also urged a delicate balance between UDAG deal making and city initiative and suggested that present policy of providing loans instead of grants raised concerns. It suggested some possible improvements.

Nine Case studies, representing a range of UDAG-eligible activities, are presented. Some cases describe how real estate development deals between the public and private sectors can be structured.


This article analyzes whether UDAG is successful in attracting new private investment into declining urban areas. A study of impact shows that more distressed cities did receive disproportionately more UDAG Grants than the less distressed cities. However, the pattern is reversed for the private investment that UDAG leverages. Less distressed cities received more private investment than more distressed cities. The author concludes that UDAG must be considered as one of a number of available types of aid to distressed cities. By encouraging shifts in investment among areas, UDAG can speed the transition of distressed areas to new -- if reduced -- economic functions. If UDAG indeed shifts investment to distressed areas where it would not otherwise occur, then UDAG can play an important role in this adjustment process.


In the context of an overview of HUD's programs designed to carry out Federal urban policy, the author briefly discusses some characteristics of the UDAG program and compares and contrasts the program to the old urban renewal program.